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1.2 Basic principle of AgriSpin: Learning from and with each other 
All fifteen partner organisations in AgriSpin are involved in one way or the other in stimulating farmers to innovate. 

The assumption that drives the project is that these partners can learn from each other and with each other. To this 

end, in principle, every partner organisation hosts one cross visit. It organises visits to key actors of the innovation 

cases they proposed, and provides accommodation for reflection sessions of the visiting teams.  

The two French partners, ACTA and CIRAD, decided to get their act together, and hosted a cross visit at Guadeloupe, 

an overseas territory of France. There are two partner organisations from Germany as well. One is the VLK (Verband 

der LandwirtschaftsKämmer / Chambres of Agriculture), which is actually a network of farmers organisations and 

training institutions for the German speaking area in Europe. The other is the University of Hohenheim, taking the 

lead in the Science Group of the AgriSpin project (WP1). There is one cross visit in Germany in which three training 

oriented organisations share their experiences and approaches. All other partners have organised one cross visit, or 

will still do so. This brings the total of cross visits on thirteen.  

This report covers the period March 2015 – February 2016. In this period the first five cross visits have been realised.  

Thirteen cross visits between September 2015 and October 2016 

A time schedule has been made, in close communication with the partners. This schedule is as follows: 

Host partner Region Country Period 

 ZLTO Brabant Netherlands September 9-11 2015 

Innovatiesteunpunt Flanders Belgium September 14 - 16   

HAZI Basque Country Spain October 27-30   

SEGES Jutland Denmark Nov 30 - Dec 5   

CIRAD/ACTA Guadeloupe France January 13-20 2016 

Region Tuscany Tuscany Italy March 7-10   

University of Athens Greece Greece April 4-8   

VLK Germany Germany May 9-13   

LLKC Latvia Latvia May 30 - June 3   

ProAgria Finland Finland June 13-17   

IFOAM Campania Italy June 21 - 24   

Adept Transsylvania Romania July 4-8   

Tegeasc Ireland Ireland September 12 - 16   

 

Since the regions Brabant and Flanders are situated close to each other, it was decided to combine both visits, and 

look for suitable cases close to a hotel accommodation on the border between the two countries (a former customs 

office).  

IFOAM is a European network with partners all over Europe. From these partners, a case of regional branding in 

Southern Italy was chosen to visit.  

1.3 Teams of at least seven colleagues 
A visiting team consists of at least seven colleagues from the partner organisations. The budget has been calculated 

for 6-7 participations of every partner. With clever combinations and early bookings of flights, it usually appears 

possible to participate in more than 7 visits, although average travelling costs from some countries costs are higher 

than from others (compare for example Greece with The Netherlands).  

The idea is that participants join cross visits with themes of their interests. Furthermore, it is important that 

sufficient experience is built up over the cross visits. Continuity in the teams should strike a balance with the desire 

in some of the partner organisations to offer opportunities to various colleagues to widen their horizon by 

participating in AgriSpin. Being half way in the schedule, composing the teams runs smoothly.  

The teams have been composed in the following steps: 

1. Collecting stories for the initial book (WP1) 
2. Collecting innovation cases (WP1) 
3. Making a time schedule with the partners 
4. Asking all partners to rank their priorities 



5. Creating a schedule, respecting all wishes as good as possible 
6. Sharing the schedule, and solving emerging problems 
 

Participation in the cross visits, realised and planned for: 

Participants               

Cross visits effectuated (until May 2016) visitors host male female total 

Brabant Netherlands September 9-11 14 5 9 10 19 

Flanders Belgium September 14 - 16 16 1 7 9 17 

Basque Country Spain October 27-30 9 2 5 6 11 

Denmark Denmark Nov 30 - Dec 5 8 1 3 6 9 

Guadeloupe France January 13-20 8 4 6 6 12 

Tuscany Italy March 7-10 10 2 6 6 12 

Greece Greece April 4-8 8 2 6 4 10 

Cross visits planned (from May 2016 onwards)           

Germany Germany May 9-13 9 8 9 8 17 

Latvia Latvia May 30 - June 3 7 3 5 5 10 

Finland Finland June 13-17 9 1 4 6 10 

Campania Italy June 21 - 24 7 2 4 5 9 

Transsylvania Romania July 4-8 8 3 7 4 11 

Ireland Ireland September 12 - 16 11 3 6 8 14 

        37 77 83 161 

The table of participation shows that 37 colleagues are involved in the cross visits. When all cross visits have taken 

place, these colleagues have generated 161 experiences (an average of 4,4 visits per person). These experiences are 

quite equally divided over the genders.   

1.4 Organising the cross visits 
The host partner is responsible for the organisation of the cross visit in its region. The host proposes the cases to be 

visited to the Science Group, which evaluates them according to the list of criteria (see deliverable 1.2). A cross visit 

has a duration of 3-5 days, in which 3-5 innovation cases are being visited. The host prepares the actors to be visited, 

the accommodation for meetings, and the means of transport. It is important that the actors are aware of the nature 

of the visit: the visitors are asking the questions, so the general presentation should be as short as possible.  

At the end of every cross visit, the major actors from the region are invited for a feedback session. The visiting team 

summarises the main ‘Pearls, Puzzles and Proposals’ of what has been observed, and enters into a dialogue with the 

invitees. This allows for adjusting the picture that is necessarily incomplete after a few days of visit. The team 

refrains from judgements about what has been analysed. The focus is on what might be inspiring, both from the side 

of the host and the participants.  

1.5 The methodology: learning by doing 
There are two guiding documents regarding the methodology being used for the collection and analysis of 

information during a cross visit.  

 Forms with Cross Cutting Questions. Every participant is required to write answers to these questions after every 
case that has been visited. These answers represent individual observations, and are meant to be used for 
scientific analysis. The challenge is to explore if any generalised conclusions can be drawn from the data 
collected this way. The University of Hohenheim is in the lead for this component (WP1).  

 The Cross Visit Manual. After the experience of the combined first two cross visits, it appeared useful to develop 
a manual. The first edition was available for the third cross visit, in Basque Country, and since then, a new 
version is made by the WP2 leader. The sixth edition was available before the cross visit in Germany. We are 
now in edition 8.1. In the manual participants can find the purpose of the cross visits, a description of the 
different elements of the visit, tools to be used for making observations and tools for analysis. It concludes with 
a ‘Who’s who’ for remembering names and faces of colleagues in AgriSpin. The manual is an open invitation to 
anyone who wishes to add tools for enriching the cross visits. 



Following the leading principle in the AgriSpin project of learning with and from each other, the methodology had 

not been worked out in full detail before the cross visits started in September 2015. Instead, the first team, including 

participants from almost all partner organisations, started by making an inventory of what they were most curious 

for. Four themes were derived from this, and the visiting team was divided over these themes which gave them 

focus for the questions to ask while visiting the cases.  

In the second week, during the cross visit in Belgium, the idea came up to capture the observations from the 

participants in a ‘Rich Picture Time Line’, visualising the events that seem to have mattered most in the story of the 

case being studied. This has become a steady element in the cross visits that followed.  

It must be said that it still is a struggle to find the 

best way to arrive at a sufficiently in-depth analysis 

of the cases in the short time of a cross visit. In 

every cross visit new elements are being added to 

the methodology. The constraints are that 

travelling takes time, only few actors can be 

interviewed per case, it also takes time to collect 

the observations, and to make a joint analysis on 

what it means for what we know about supporting 

innovations.  

After the Tuscany visit and General Meeting in 

March 2016 a brainstorm was held with those 

AgriSpin partners available on what to do for 

improvements. An important conclusion was that 

efforts to analyse the cases should continue after 

the cross visits. This would allow for involving more partners in the endeavour, and also to continue the dialogue 

with the actors that have been visited.  

The ambition is that, at the end of the AgriSpin project, the cross visit methodology enables a group of practitioners, 

without an extensive training, do make an unexpected and in depth analysis of an innovation process and the role of 

services providers to support it. 

At this moment in time the methodology is not yet at a level that helps ordinary experts to make extraordinary 

analysis. In the coming period all   

In the desired situation, an “AgriSpin” visit results in a learning history, highlighting those events that matter most, 

and an analysis clarifying why things happened as they did, what (and why), what was most inspiring, and where 

possible improvements can be made. 

2 Progress in the deliverables 
Following the project agreement WP2 will lead to six deliverables. By the end of April 2016, the following progress 

has been made: 

2.1 Visit reports.  The following Cross Visits are summarised in this report,  

 Brabant, The Netherlands [September 2015] 

 Flanders, Belgium [September 2015] 

 Basque Country, Spain [October 2015] 

 Denmark [ Nov/December 2015] 

 Guadeloupe, France [January 2016] 

 Tuscany, Italy [March 2016] 

 Greece [April 2016] 
From all Cross Visits reports are available, with more information on the cases. 
2.2 Recommendations. Every cross visit report contains specific recommendations. General recommendations follow 

after finishing the cross visits in September 2016. 

 



2.3 Action plans. These action plans are the responsibility of the partners that have been host. Such plans usually 

take time to be developed and discussed within the partner organisation. According to the project agreement these 

plans will be collected after month 18 (August 2016). 

2.4 Methodological approach. This approach is presented in the Cross Visit Manual, which is being renewed after 

each visit (see annex).  

2.5  Support network.  During the multiple and intensive contacts during the cross visits friendships are created, that 

make it easy to find each other for various questions. This has already led to several activities beyond the work of 

the AgriSpin project (see: observable effects).  

2.6 An offer to other partners.  The idea is that the cross visit approach will become interesting enough for partners 

who are not yet connected to AgriSpin, to invite AgriSpin partners for providing support. This activity is planned to 

start in month 18 (August 2016). Meanwhile a start has been made to make professionals in innovation support 

aware of the AgriSpin project and its approach. In two upcoming events, AgriSpin will be presented: 

 EUFRAS (European Forum on Rural Advisory Services). In the annual meeting in June 2016, to be held in 
Limerick, Ireland, a workshop about AgriSpin will be provided by Michael Kügler (VLK), Peter Paree (ZLTO) 
and Alessandra Gemmiti (RT). The chairman of EUFRAS (Edgars Linde, LLKC) and the host of the meeting 
(Tom Kelly, Teagasc) are also partners in AgriSpin. 

 IFSA (International Farming Systems Association). This scientific network will have its biannual conference in 
the United Kingdom, in July 2016. Andrea Knierim (University of Hohenheim), Alex Koutsouris (University of 
Athens) and Eelke Wielinga (ZLTO) are convenors of a workshop on “creating space for innovations in 
agriculture”. With 14 paper presentations this workshop receives good attention. Two papers about AgriSpin 
have been written and will be presented during this workshop.  

2.1 Improving the support network: effects of the Cross Visit experiences 
It is still too early to make a systematic evaluation of the networking effects of the AgriSpin project. Yet, a few 

notable examples can be observed of effects that can be attributed to the cross visits.  

 In Guadeloupe, the RITA programme was the main subject of observation of the cross visit. Several cases 
that had been supported through this programme have been visited. During the visit, the first phase of this 
programme had ended, and a decision about the second phase was pending. The regional authorities paid 
much attention to the visiting team, which recommended to allow for a second phase. Not long after the 
visit a positive decision was made. RITA has become an Operational Group under EIP. 

 In Tuscany, the host took the opportunity of the presence of foreign visitors to organise a seminar on the 
role of the knowledge broker in the rural knowledge system. So far no structural attention had been given to 
this role. The host managed to involve the key authorities and the society of agricultural scientists in the 
organisation, and Inge van Oost from EU/DG-Agri as keynote speaker. More than 100 participants attended 
the meeting.  

 In Romania a test is being done with ‘Geo-pos’ technology for tracing free ranging animals in mountainous 
areas. This innovation was one of the cases being studied in Basque Country.  

 The feedback session in Basque Country created the opportunity for key actors in the system to restore 
contact with each other. For example, a representative of small farmers in the mountainous area was 
grateful for being heard and taken seriously.  

 The Dutch and the Belgium participant in the cross visit in Denmark were impressed by the LEAN concept 
being applied in one of the innovation cases. They took it home and established contacts with local partners 
to elaborate it further with the Danes.  

During the General Meeting in Florence (March 2016), participants were asked to formulate in short statements 

what they had learned so far in the AgriSpin project. This is what they wrote down: 



 

It can be concluded that there is enthusiasm among the participants about the AgriSpin project and the cross visit 

approach. They indicate to learn from each other, and feel mutual support in the struggles they often go through in 

their home situation. There are high expectations from the methodology for cross visits that is being developed, 

although there is also still quite some room for improvements.   

3 Relation with EIP 
The AgriSpin project is part of the European Innovation Partnership programme, as a thematic network. Although it 

has not been explicitly mentioned in the project agreement, it could be expected that AgriSpin builds bridges 

between the current practices of innovation support providers and the ambition of EIP to promote innovation 

through “Operational Groups” as co-creative initiative networks.  

The major contribution of AgriSpin to this end is foreseen in the second part of the project, when the partner 

organisations are supposed to organise regional seminars with key actors in the agricultural knowledge and 

innovation systems (AKIS), including decision makers. In these seminars, the insights gained during the cross visits 

will be shared, with the aim of developing action plans for improving the innovation systems.  

The implementation of EIP in the European regions is ongoing. Regions are installing ‘Managing Authorities’ with 

regulatory procedures for applications from networks opting to become an Operational Group. This appears to be a 

slow process. Presumably there is still a lot to do for creating awareness, especially amongst decision makers, about 

what innovation processes require. While writing this mid-term report, only few Managing Authorities are already 

functioning.  

The first region to implement EIP was Schleswig Holstein, in Germany. The monitoring of the first 15 Operational 

Groups has been mandated to the “EIP-Innovationsbüro”. The manager of this programme, Carola Ketelhodt, is part 

of AgriSpin partner VLK, and she takes active part in the cross visits.  

In most regions where AgriSpin partners are active the implementation of EIP has not yet started, or preparations 

are underway. AgriSpin can become useful in putting innovation support on the agenda in the regions, and clarifying 

what is needed to provide space for innovation through co-creation. But before AgriSpin is ready for this, there is still 

work to do in further elaborating the cases that are been observed during the cross visits.  

We see the EIP-Agri Service Point as a key factor in communication about network activities that we gather in 

Agrispin, more specific the project database would be a great place to publish our information on 57 cases in the 

form of starting stories, fiches, CV Reports, Practice abstracts or Learning Histories. Some alignment is needed to 

match the structure of the EIP site with our stories. We contacted Service Point, but during the holidays we could not 

make appointments. These effort will be continued. 

  

 Seeing the big picture of support 

 No technical innovation without social embedding 

 Good governance is rare: how to survive without? 

 By-catch is key (for AgriSpin) 

 Contacts outside own curricula 

 New project topics 

 Individual follow up should be minimum / obligatory 

 Engagement is needed to be able to have success 

 Too many cases, hence less time for analysis 

 Time factor: a limitation in cross visits 

 More focus on farmer strategy and business model 

 Involvement of relevant parties and stakeholders is important 

 Financing, especially in the starting phases, is important 

 Ideas to apply / take over back home: improve existing ones / 
apply new ones 

 

 Links to new actors for current and future projects 

 Transition in agriculture is everywhere in Europe 

 Transferability is often difficult to see possible 

 More impact of innovation process when farmers have 
strong / leading role.  

 Methodology to analyse the innovation system that will 
be used everywhere 

 The cross visit method to generate learning processes 

 Contact between colleagues and organisations: transfer 
of innovations? 

 Bad governance is standard: how to survive? 

 The importance of a good schedule 

 Who is the facilitator?! And feels responsible for it!? 

 Cross visit: get to the point; really know what you want to 
focus on. 

 



4 Improving the methods in, and results out of, the Cross Visits 
During the review meeting (Brussels, May 16, 

2016) on the progress report the reviewers 

expressed a number of concerns and critics. 

This is reflected in the rendition letter of June 

6, 2016 in which further information and 

clarification is requested. In the following 

period  we respond to these concerns and 

questions, by improving the working methods 

and design of the Cross Visits, by 

standardising the reporting, and by taking 

chances to turn deviations into success (see 

textbox) 

4.1 Optimising the design of the 
cross visits 

The basic idea behind the cross visits is to 

learn from each other and with each other. 

The visiting teams are composed of 

colleagues from the partner organisations, 

who are involved in the same kind of activities 

as those from the host partner. The minimum team size is 7, but the teams can be bigger as well. The budget was 

calculated for seven participations of every partner. 15 organisations x 7 participations = 105 participations in 13 

teams = 7 members per team + 2 additional for the WP1 and WP2 lead partners. Clever calculation and early booking 

sometimes makes it possible to participate in more than 7 or 8 cross visits. Partners can also use their own resources 

to participate more often, as long as the host partner can accommodate them. In practice this happens indeed.  

The host has selected a limited number of innovation cases (3 or 4) to be visited. The Science Group has checked if 

these cases meet the criteria, to ensure that there is something interesting to study.  

 

The developments in the Cross Visit Manual reflect the learning process which AgriSpin essentially is. When the mid-

term progress report was written, edition 4.1 was the most recent version. Meanwhile, the teams for the cross visits 

in Finland (13 – 17 June) and Campania, Italy (21 – 24 June) worked with edition 7.0. The differences between the 

two editions show the progress that is being made. Both versions have been added to this document.  

The design of the cross visit is outlined in the cross visit manual. It consists of six steps: 

4.1.1 Step 1: Kick Off 

In this first step, participants get acquainted, organised and oriented. Some team members who participate more 

often know each other, but usually there are also new entrees. Exchanging expectations is an important element of 

this first encounter in the visit.  

Team members get organised, by selecting observation cards. There are 8 cards with questions in a certain aspect of 

innovation support, out of which each team member selects 2. The host explains the programme of the week and 

logistical matters. The task division between host, team members and facilitator (an experienced team member) is 

made clear.  

The host presents an overview of the AKIS in the region, and highlights its particular role in the system. Also a 

motivation is given for the choice for the innovation cases that are to be visited.  

4.1.2 Step 2: Field visits 

During a field visit the team studies a particular innovation in a farm or farm related enterprise / organisation. Key 

actors, such as the farmer or farm family, the support agent and other persons who play a particular role in this 

German Cross Visit: from deviation to success 

The German Cross Visit (which did not take place in the reporting period but in 

May 2016) had a different character as compared to the regular scheme. This 

was accepted as explained below. 

The procedure for the preparation of the cross visits is that the host partner 

proposes interesting cases about innovations at farm level. The Science Group 

evaluates if these proposed cases meet the criteria as defined beforehand. As 

AgriSpin focusses on the role of support services in stimulating innovations at 

farm level, at least one farmer should be involved.  

The German partner VLK argued that the quality of the advisors, notably the 

communication and management skills regarding farm based innovation 

processes should not be overlooked. Three German organisations, providing 

training and guidance for advisors and managers of support services, took care 

of the cross visit as hosts. They also introduced the CECRA, a certification 

programme for farm advisors, which started as an offer for German speaking 

countries. Recently the programme was scaled up to the European level, under 

responsibility of the Latvian partner of AgriSpin.  

In view of the importance of this issue, even more with the additional skills that 

will be required for guiding Operational Groups in EIP, the Steering Committee 

has decided to make an exception for this deviation of the original plan. As a 

result of the dialogue about it, the German hosts added a visit to an urban farm 

enterprise to the cross visit.  

The visit has taken place (8 – 12 May) and it turned out to be a good decision. 



innovation are being interviewed. The host has prepared them with the instruction to keep their presentations short 

and to focus on the questions that are asked by the visiting team.  

Preferably key actors are present on the farm, and after a short introduction the team splits up to have in depth 

interviews with these actors. In some cases this principle appears hard to realise because of language problems. 

When actors do not speak English and only one interpreter is available, sometimes the team stays together.  

A visit, including an introduction, a farm tour or a tour in the enterprise, interviews and wrap up session usually 

takes half a day.  

4.1.3 Step 3: Reflection on the case 

After a visit, the team takes time to share observations and to reflect on them. From the second cross visit onwards 

the Time Line Method was adopted to visualise these observations. There are many ways to make a time line, and 

several variations have been tried: the Energy Time Line and the Rich Picture Time Line (see manual 4.1). In Basque 

Country, Denmark and Guadeloupe an additional step for collecting observations was made. The subgroups wrote 

Post-It papers on the 4 subthemes, before joining them on one Time Line sheet for the whole team. This approach 

was so time consuming that no time was left for a deeper analysis and sometimes even meals had to be skipped.  

In Greece the Spiral of Innovations1 was introduced as a tool for analysis, and for the cross visits in Latvia and later 

this tool was combined with the Time Line Method for enabling more in-depth analysis of the cases. It stimulates to 

answer questions such as: “What phases in the innovation process have become visible? Which actors were involved 

in what phase, and could it be that some actors have been missing there? What actions have been taken, and could 

have been taken in that phase? Is it possible that some phases have been overlooked in the process? How did actors 

cope with pitfalls that are typical for each phase?” Etc..  

The result of this session is a poster that visualises the observations and the discussion. This poster is input for the 

symposium at the end of the cross visit and for the Learning Histories to be written by the host partner after the 

cross visit. 

4.1.4 Step 4: Social activity 

Somewhere during the cross visit there is time to meet each other in a socialising setting. This is important to build 

good relations that might continue after the AgriSpin project. There have been good examples, such as cooking 

together (Netherlands), farm games (Belgium), cultural evenings such as a tropical night (Guadeloupe) and 

gastronomy (Tuscany). 

4.1.5 Step 5: Preparation of the feedback 

Half a day or an evening is used for preparing the symposium at the end of the cross visit. The team formulates 

pearls, puzzles and proposals, based on what has been observed and discussed. The reflection starts individually on 

Post-Its, after which the harvest is clustered and analysed. Central questions: What did the host organisation do for 

enabling farmers and other entrepreneurs to innovate? What was the influence of the particular circumstances? 

What can be learned from it? What is still unclear or questionable? And what ideas are there for improvements?  

4.1.6 Step 6: Symposium 

At the end of every cross visit the host organises a symposium of half a day, for which key actors and decision 

makers in the regional AKIS are invited. This is a feedback session where the team and the invited participants 

exchange observations and opinions.  

The team presents the pearls, puzzles and proposals, after which they enter into small group discussions with the 

participants.  

Starting with the Guadeloupe visit, the team also gives a short summary of the previous cross visits, which is much 

appreciated by the invitees.  

                                                           
1 Wielinga, H.E., Zaalmink, B.W., Bergevoet, R.H.M., Geerling-Eiff, F.A., Holster, H, Hoogerwerf, L., Vrolijk, M. (2008): Networks with free actors: 

encouraging sustainable innovations in animal husbandry by using the FAN approach. Wageningen University and Research. 

 



The conclusions of this symposium are part of the cross visit report.  

4.1.7 After the cross visit 

 Team members write a personal reflection to be submitted within one week (new since June 2016) 

 The host writes Learning Histories for every case (new since June 2016) 

 The host writes a cross visit report. 
 The host compiles video clips of the visits. 

4.2 The approach to realise in depth analysis over the CV’s 

At the start of the AgriSpin project the choice has been made to learn with and from each other, rather than to take 

an evidence based toolbox and teach the colleagues how to work with them. The advantage is that partners feel 

more equal and invited to contribute to the methodology. The expectation was that building bricks from different 

corners would contribute to something new, and better than any toolbox that existed before.  

This has a price, however. It takes time before the partners grasp what is needed to collect and analyse the proper 

information, and feel comfortable in doing what it takes to reach a satisfactory level of understanding. We 

experience that the colleagues do the job of stimulating innovations at farm level as their regular work, but they are 

not used to reflect on what they are actually doing. They are used to focus on the technical or organisational 

contents, but not on the processes underneath. Finding out the methods together has the consequence that the 

quality of the work gradually gets better, and that the first case visits might have to be reviewed again with the 

insights gained later. The advantage of this learning by doing approach is that partners do have to become aware of 

these processes.  

4.2.1 Inventory: adding ‘Observation Cards’ 

During the first series of cross visit the team divided themes to focus on during the case visits: 

 Innovation (what is innovative in this case?) 

 Innovation process (phases, factors for success or failure) 

 Actors and networks (Who took what role? How to define the role of the support agency?) 

 Environment (external factors that were stimulating -fair winds- or hampering -obstacles-, including 
historical and cultural particularities) 

After the Guadeloupe visit in January 2016 we concluded that these themes were still too wide to serve as a guide 

for the team members while asking questions. More focus was needed, upon which we developed 8 observation 

cards, with more specific questions. Each team member has two cards for collecting information. The 8 themes are:  

 Innovation (What is innovative in this case?) 

 Innovation process (Phases, factors for success or failure) 

 Innovation support (What is the contribution from the host partner?) 

 Actors and networks (Who took what role? What did they contribute?) 

 Environment (External factors that were stimulating -fair winds- or hampering -obstacles-) 

 Critical incidents (Moments that made the process change, how did actors cope with the unexpected?) 

 Dissemination (How did this innovation influence its environment?) 

 Future perspectives? (dreams, and how to realise them?) 

These cards are being used since the visit to Tuscany in March.  

4.2.2 analysis: adding ‘Spiral of Innovations’ 

Halfway the series of cross visits we noted that the harvest of building bricks from the partners could be more. To 

realise this, we brought in more tools for analysis, such as the Spiral of Innovations, which stimulates to identify 

different stages in an innovation process. The Spiral is used as a time line for visualising and structuring observations 

made during the case visit. Before observations from the team members are placed in the scheme, they have to 

discuss to what stage they belong, and what this adds to what the team understands about this process. The 

experiences in Greece, Latvia and Finland were encouraging.  

One of the difficulties encountered was that sharing and discussing observations after a case visit was very time 

consuming. Once the picture was made on a time line, there was no time left for a proper analysis. The analysis was 



made after the last case visit, while preparing the presentation for the guests in the final seminar. Pearls, puzzles and 

proposals were collected regarding the role of the support agency in innovation processes. This was discussed with 

the participants in the seminar, who could adjust the impressions of the team.  

The cross visit reports are supposed to capture the most important elements of this presentation and the discussion 

about it. Although some reports are better than others, we are improving the depth of the analyses that appear in 

these reports, especially regarding the cases visited.  

The question is how to reach a deeper level of analysis per case, not only in the cases that still will be visited, but also 

in those on which information has already been collected. 

4.2.3 deepening the understanding: adding ‘Learning Histories’ 

Recently we decided to adjust the procedure for deeper reporting and analysis on the cases. We will now ask for 

“Learning Histories”: one for every case that has been visited. The Learning History as a method has been developed 

by Kleiner and Roth2. It consists of a story which contains the elements that matter most, according to the actors 

who are involved in the story, and it adds an analysis to it, making sense of the observations. The issues, as repeated 

in the rendition letter serve as a guideline, but instead of a static picture the story rather shows the movie of the 

process. This method has a range of advantages over a more usual table or matrix in which observations are 

systematically presented: 

 The story can be checked with the actors involved: these are observations of facts that matter in their 
opinion, and serve as an accepted basis of knowledge about what happened. 

 The strict separation of observed facts at one side and interpretations and analyses at the other allows for 
meaningful dialogue about how to understand the story, and what lessons have been learned.   

 A story can be brief (3-5 pages) if it focusses only on those elements that appear to matter. Especially in 
AgriSpin, which is heading for over 50 cases in total, this is most important.  

 A well written story is nice to read, while tables and matrices are not, for anyone who was not part of the 
process.  

The Learning Histories will be written by the host partner, based on the results of the visit. We not only require the 

current and future teams to make such stories, but also the hosts of the previous visits. They are required to 

review the material collected during the visit, write the story, and check this story with the key actors who have 

been visited.  

Obviously, this will require proper guidance, and also time. We request therefore to drop the requirement to submit 

in a uniform way for all cases information about the seven issues as mentioned in the correction request. For many 

cases the information is not yet complete, and cannot be completed within a few days. A table just for compliance 

does not serve any purpose. Instead, we will ensure that the requested information can be found in the complete 

package of learning histories, that will be compiled after the last cross visit in Ireland (12-16 September).  

4.2.4 From Cross Cutting Questions to Personal Reflections 

At the start of the project, the Science Group developed a questionnaire with Cross Cutting Questions. Each 

participant was supposed to answer all the questions for every case that had been visited. The idea behind this 

method was that it would stimulate participants to formulate their own observations. This would provide the 

Science Group with information about the way individual participants think about innovation support. A second 

objective was to use the data for analysis on aggregated data.  

It appeared quite hard for team members to fulfil this requirement, for various reasons. There was overlap between 

these questions and what was harvested collectively, which created a feeling of double work. After the shared effort 

of putting all individual observations on a common time line, it was difficult to tell which observations were 

personal. Some participants confessed to just take the time line result and the fill the questionnaire afterwards. A 

third factor that negatively influenced the motivation for doing this homework was that there was no feedback, once 

                                                           
2 Kleiner, A, Roth, G (1997): Learning History. How to make your experience your company’s best teacher. Harvard 

Business Review, Sept. 1997. 

 



the work was submitted. It remained unclear to participants what happened with it. A closer view showed that still 

on half of the visits (more than 35) the  Cross Cutting Questions were submitted. 

An effort to process the aggregated data into generalised conclusions failed (as became clear during its presentation 

in the General Assembly in Florence in March 2016). The samples were far too small to draw conclusions about an 

Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation System in a particular region. Moreover, this was not what AgriSpin is aiming 

for. We are not looking for an analysis of entire systems, but for interesting examples to learn from.  

We recently decided to change the method. Starting from the cross visit in Latvia (30/5 – 3/6) every team member is 

now required to write a personal reflection after returning from a cross visit, and to submit this within one week to 

the WP2 leader. A guideline for this reflection can be found in the 8th edition of the manual. The compiled reflections 

will be shared with the other team members, the hosts and the Science Team. They can provide additional input to 

the hosts for writing the Learning Histories which they will discuss with the key actors who have been visited. In this 

way the feedback loop is better secured. We expect that these reflections allow participants to stay closer to what 

they feel that matters most, and motivates them more to do what is required. The response for the cross visits since 

the introduction of the personal reflections is 97% (only one still missing in 4 CV's).  

5 The case studies in a standardised overview 
As explained in section 3, we gradually learn how to capture what really matters in the cases we visit during the 

cross visits. It is important that the characteristics in the overview are helpful for: 

 deepening the understanding of the individual cases (and why certain innovation support actions worked or 
not)  

 making comparisons between cases, even though they are in different sectors and cover different types of 
innovation. 

Therefore the WP2 team and the scientific committee brought their knowledge and experience together in a 

complete, yet compact, structure for overview of the cases. In this preparation, the existing Cross Visit Reports are 

valuable because they contain most relevant information (in a form that is not yet easily accessible).  

We realised the standardised overview in 2 steps:  

 create the standardised format and instruction by 11/7/16, with a positive reaction of Mrs. Lammers on 14/7/16 

 the overview of the first 6 Cross Visits in the desired format would be integrated in a report, planned on 
31/8/16. 

This report (Deliverable 2.7) contains an overview of characteristics of the cases in the first 7 Cross Visits, that can be 

used as basis for analysis of the cases in AgriSpin. 

It provides standardised headings that give answers to 7 questions, discussed in all Cross Visits (see below). Our 

steps to come to the standardised descriptions were: 

• Answering the questions in the same way as was done in the Belgium report;  

• We did so per Cross Visit (not per case, because within a CV many characteristics were the same, and to 

make a clear report with 57 cases is hard) 

• Where CV reports contained tables, we used them as such, because the descriptions should be brief. Not all 

hosts worked with tables, in that cases we use text. 

• We put the reflections, mostly from the final symposia, on the places where we thought it would fit best in 

the standardised headings. 

This report is to be used by the science group, so that the scientists can easily ‘prick the knitting needle’ through a 

characteristic, over the CV’s and cases. (an image from -not very innovative- old filing systems). 

 

This report is a draft version for the final report on the CV’s (Deliverable 2.1). Between now and then, we will: 

1. Revise and improve the descriptions of the existing CV’s (this document); 

2. Add the CV reports starting with the CV in Germany (May 2016); 

3. Add Learning Histories; 

4. Add reflections from the hosts, after studying the Cross Cutting Questions’s or Personal Reflections (starting 

with the German CV). 



In October 2016 we will finalise the final report on the CV’s. 

5.1 Headings and questions 
Per Cross Visit we use characteristics in standardised headings that give answers to 7 questions, that are discussed in 

all Cross Visits: 

1. Description of the innovation 

Answers the questions: What is it about? How to summarise as brief as possible the type of innovation and the 

innovation process? 

2. Actors/roles within innovation  

Which actors, networks and communication are involved, how are they related to the innovation? 

3. Role of support services   

What is the role of the innovation support services and service providers, in different stages of innovations? 

4. Analysis of factors of success and failures 

What events have led to success, what can be pointed at as reason for failures? 

5. Appreciation of regional particularities  

What regional particularities, that came into sight from sharing with local stakeholders, impressed the visitors? 

6. Specific recommendations 

What recommendations came up in the final seminars? 

7. Lessons that can be generalized 

What general lessons were mentioned and taken home? 

5.2 Context, other descriptions of the cases 
Apart from the characteristics in this report, information about the cases is available in 5 sets, each having its own 

aim: 

1. Stories to start with (deliverable 1.3): The partners have written a story about an innovations and their 

involvement in the process, prior to the series of cross visits. This is an inventory of what the partners found 

important in innovation at the start of the AgriSpin project, and serves as a baseline for the way they look at 

innovations, before the joint learning process would start. They were asked for one story, but some made more 

than one. In total 19 stories have been collected and compiled in the book “Stories from all corners, to start 

with.” 

2. Case fiches: All partners have proposed cases to be studied during the cross visits. Once approved by the Science 

Group, they made a fiche of each case for orientation of the visitors. We added these fiches to deliverable 1.3. 

Some stories in the initial book became also cases for the cross visit, but there were changes too. There are more 

than 40 fiches.  

3. The Cross Visit reports contain a more extensive description of the cases: where was it situated, what was 

technically achieved, etc. They also include these characteristics, but here it is done more systematically. 

4. Practice Abstracts: (WP 3) the essence of the innovation case will be published in a booklet for interested 

stakeholders. 

5. Learning Histories: the partners are requested to enrich their cross visit reports with “Learning Histories” of each 

case. For doing so, they will make use of the responses on the cross cutting questions every team member was 

supposed to submit about each case. Later on, this method was replaced by personal reflections on the cross 

visit. The host makes use of this feedback to analyse the cases at a deeper level. 

5.3 Overview of the cases 
During the project, we gather information in 57 cases, mostly 4 cases per CV.   

In Netherlands we made an enthusiastic start with 9 cases, but that appeared to be too much for a proper analysis. 

Four of them are elaborated in more detail. In the later CV’s the CV groups of 7-8 visitors and the host concentrated 

on three to five cases. 

 

1. Brabant, NL 



1.1. Dutch Quinoa Group - Rens Kuijten 

1.2. Sustainable supply chain pigs - Hans Verhoeven 

1.3. Vair Varkenshuis - Marijke Koenen 

1.4. Innovation in Animal Husbandry (new farrowing pen concept pigs) - MS Schippers 

1.5. Precision Agriculture (potato) - Jacob van den Borne 

1.6. Philips fruit garden - Carlos and Ineke Faes 

1.7. VIC Sterksel (National Innovation Centre for Pig Husbandry / WUR) -  

1.8. Vendomatic, Roundel Egg -  

1.9. 't Schop, organic farm - Jan and Cécile van den Broek 

 

2. Flanders, B 

2.1. Belgicactus - Agricoach: innovative labour organisation 

2.2. De Polle - Advisory Board: strategic innovation 

2.3. De Polle - DistriKempen: logisitic innovation 

2.4. Belgian Saffran - Food Innovation Academy on Tour: product innovation 

 

3. Basque Country (SP) 

3.1. ITERA_AA: pilot projects for innovation in dairy farms (Milk vending machine) 

3.2. Karabeleko: Agroecological and psycho-social farm 

3.3. Geopos: livestock geo-localisation through satellite 

3.4. Seedcapital: use of oil seeds to reduce gas emissions 

 

4. Denmark (DK) 

4.1. Chemical control and app 

4.2. SOP and LEAN: labour organisation and continuous improvement 

4.3. Mini Wetlands: reducing the leaking of nitrogen 

4.4. SWAP pen: securing animal welfare and survival of piglets 

 

5. Guadeloupe (F) 

5.1. RITA Guadeloupe: implementation of the programme 

5.2. The Yam platform 

5.3. The fight against citrus greening (yellow dragon disease) 

5.4. Apiloc: association of bee keepers promoting innovations 

 

6. Tuscany (IT) 

6.1. IMVito, Fonterutoli winery 

6.2. Orti ETICI: social farming 

6.3. Floriddia: old wheat varieties for pasta production 

6.4. Formanova, cooperative for cheese production: cholesterol low cheese 

6.5. POL-TP, ISVEA: wine testing laboratory, early detection of tannin content 

 

7. Greece (GR) 

7.1. ASYST, agricultural Stevia cooperative: 

7.2. ESEK, energy cooperative of Karditsa 

7.3. Psyhanthos, agricultural cooperative of pulses and food items:  

7.4. EFKARPON: Hellenic Super Foods.  

 

8. Germany (D) 

8.1. Hofgut Oberfeld: community supported agriculture 



8.2. AHA: train the trainer, reflection on personality (DOSG profile) and personal skills 

8.3. FiBL Germany: Training young professionals for the job in the organic sector 

8.4. CECRA, certification for advisors: Upscaling qualification standards for Europe 

8.5. ENTRA: it's not necessarily lonely at the top. Network for managers of advisory services 

 

9. Latvia (LV) 

9.1. Development of economic activities in rural areas 

9.2. Mežāres farm: team work for farm advice. Coping with the financial crisis 

9.3. Rudeni farm: herbivorous project 

9.4. Promotion of youth entrepreneurship in rural areas 

 

10. Finland (FIN) 

10.1. Green Creative Garden: wide stakeholder network  

10.2. Eerola: reduction of emissions 

10.3. Tikka farm: new housing design for dairy farming 

10.4. Keisala Farm: investment support team, and building blog 

 

11. Campania (IT) 

11.1. Bio District Campania 

11.2. Anna dei Sapori, organic farm Felice Maio 

11.3. Vannulo, organic farm and dairy 

11.4. Angelo Vassallo, Mediterranean Diet International Study Centre 

 

12. Tansylvania (ROM) 

12.1. SES Fruleco: community enterprise for processing and marketing 

12.2. Casa de pe Deal  (Anca and Charlie): guesthouse with holistic approach to lifestyle 

12.3. VISCRI Association: village association for innovation. Milk collection, mower, etc. 

12.4. Model Sheepfold: combining new technology with traditional sheep production 

 

13. Ireland (IRL) 

13.1. From top down to bottom up: changing management policy in Tegeasc 

13.2. Hannon dairy farm: EBI (Economic Breeding Index) 

13.3. Paddoc Systems on beef farm: Green Acres Programme. 

13.4. Farm succession case 

  



6 Characteristics of the cases. 

6.1 Brabant, NL 

6.1.1 Description of the innovations 

 
 

 



6.1.2 Actors/roles within the innovations  

 

6.1.3 Role of support services 

Support services have to fill in and act in different roles that respond to the entrepreneur and the specific 

innovation. Especially when it comes to reach the consolidation phase it is necessary that the appropriate support 

services assist in upscaling the novelty to an innovation which is widely accepted. 

ZLTO and LIB 

LIB as an innovation support service helps entrepreneurs with their first funding, and connects them with possible 

partners for the development process. Because of its extensive experience in the field of innovation related to the 

agri-food sector in more than 20 years, LIB has built up an extensive network itself. This combination of seed money 

and network helps innovators to make the first difficult steps in the innovation process. LIB spreads out the chances 

and helps multiple actors to get further on in the process. 

ZLTO in this process can, together with LIB, select the right entrepreneurs and their interlinked innovations. They can 

get the funding at an early stage. Furthermore, ZLTO has multiple roles in the process of innovation. ZLTO brings 

together groups of farmers and because of this it knows what is happening in the field. With a smaller group of 

farmers ZTLO consultants start a knowledge intensive course to understand the specific challenges in the certain 

sector. Then, if a farmer (or multiple farmers) wants to continue, ZLTO builds a project around this person or group 

of people. 

ZLTO tries to be a guide and explores developments that are happening in the field of agriculture. These 

developments are communicated with its members. The organisation is a spider in the web and can link the 

entrepreneur to knowledge institutions, governmental bodies, other entrepreneurs, other sectors and specific 

experts. 

As a farmers organisation, ZLTO always is looking for innovations that can add value to a sustainable future for its 

members and the agricultural sector in general. If an innovation is in the development phase, ZLTO can bring it 

further into the realisation phase as it can also act as a private equity firm. 

The role of Wageningen UR 

It was clear that Wageningen University and Research (WUR) played a role in many cases. WUR is the umbrella for 

the university and the research institutes in life sciences. Mostly the researchers/ project leaders had a positive 

influence. The visitors put a remark that this could work as monopoly in support.  

Connection to society could be supported more 



Innovating farmers have the tendency to isolate themselves, because trying something new is hard work and 

acceptance in their environment is not obvious. They would be helped more when scepticism of citizens is taken 

away with communication: define common interests/common problems as platform to start. SMK (Stichting Milieu 

Keur / Environmental Certification Foundation) and ZLTO did serious effort on this. Pressure from the public opinion 

could become a driver then (needed in some cases). 

6.1.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

 

 

 



6.1.5 Appreciation of regional particularities  

Based on all the information gained during this cross visit, the following pearls and puzzles were listed by the visiting 

AgriSpin team.  

The “pearls” are those elements in the innovative cases which were found to be positive and interesting to take 

home. What is striking in the nine visited cases?  

 The farmer is in the driver’s seat at the start of the innovation process, (s)he takes the initiative. Next the advisor 

gets involved, but the farmer remains in the driver’s seat during the process. 

 Individual farmers want to change something in their own management process. When multiple actors are 

involved they want to change a system. 

 Getting from the ongoing phase towards the consolidation phase is mostly beyond the scope of the 

entrepreneur. This is when support services need to take responsibility. 

 It takes specific people in the right organisation that really can bring an entrepreneur further. Those persons 

need to have an entrepreneurial mindset as well. 

 Some small money can help the innovators to take the first steps, these investments are low risk for support 

services but have a large impact. 

 Combining the innovation in the process with the right market is very important, it takes a while before the 

market gets organised. 

 Communication with all actors and stakeholders surrounding the entrepreneur/innovator is key for success just 

as the formation of new networks. 

 Triggers are incidents that make people start the entire process; this can be an outside person coming into the 

sector or that a farmer gets inspiration from some place entirely different. A ‘shock’ can trigger the idea. 

 

The “puzzles“ are those elements that are not clear yet, would have been interesting to know, things for the 

stakeholders or host to reconsider.   

 How typical these cases are for the Netherlands? Are these visited farmers “elite” farmers? 

 It would be interesting to also visit farmers that struggle, have failed or who are still in the middle of their 

innovation process. 

 The focus of the innovation cases was on individuals doing better things or doing things better. But how will the 

knowledge gained by these individuals be spread to others? What about the transferability of this innovation 

process?  

 Can you organise shocks for triggering ideas and then how to select the right people (farmers or support 

services) to get it going? 

 How to increase outreach by communication, specific mediums that work out better than others? 

An AgriSpin symposium was organised at the end of the cross visit. The aim of this symposium was to share the 

results of the cross visit and reflect, together with the different local stakeholders, on the pearls and puzzles 

detected during the visit of the previous mentioned innovative cases.   

6.1.6 Specific recommendations 

Dialogue with the local stakeholders revealed that a lot of farmers started to innovate because of some sort of 

threat that was turned into an opportunity. The most successful innovation process is an answer to a crisis that once 

struck the farm. It is important to support the farmer in translating his innovative idea in a project type research 

question and connect them with adequate partners who will help them to start up an innovative project. 

Project funding for innovative projects?  

It also became clear that financial support is only useful and a strong incentive when it is backed by a good network. 

A lot of project funding programs are available but only known by advisors and researchers and not by farmers. 

Therefore, farmers need to be supported in finding access to funding. By calling a farmer an entrepreneur, this opens 

a whole range of funding programs besides agriculture.  

 



The more European and national programs focus on innovation, the more they ask the project promotor to describe 

in full detail what the innovation project will deliver concretely. Sometimes you end up with a much better result but 

completely different than what was foreseen. If it did not become more than what was predicted, it is no innovation.  

Moreover, some entrepreneurs only need a small amount of money to get going. They want to start their process 

and getting funding can also delay the flow. A small delay in the process can also mean that a farmer loses an entire 

season. This has to be kept in mind when it comes to organising innovation subsidies for this specific sector. More 

accessible funding for the start-up and ongoing phase would probably trigger more innovation 

6.1.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

Type of effective innovation 

Host and visitors were surprised that the overview of innovations showed that the cases were not innovative in 

novelty, but in their context. In the context of high pressure of the environment not to change, only the strongest 

entrepreneurs take the lead and survive. Free actors can help them, if they have the same strong personality. 

Drivers for innovation 

In the innovation process of the Dutch cases, different drivers were observed:  

● Starting phase – the drivers are: 

● Economic pressure / motivation 

● Passion / Curiosity / Vision 

● Social concerns 

● Market opportunity 

● Ongoing phase 

● Facilitate network building 

● Scientific backup/evidence 

● Communication (internal and external) 

● Success indicators (milestones) 

● Consolidation phase 

● Transferability potential? 

● Sustainability of individual cases 

In the evaluation over the CV’s the Science Group will evaluate which drivers are characteristic in different phases, 

thus giving advices for effective support. 

 

 



6.2 Flanders, B 

6.2.1 Description of the innovations 

 
 

 

Belgicactus-Innovative learning 

Organization
De Polle - Distrikempen De Polle - Advisory Board Belgische Saffron

Volunteer coaches Volunteer coaches

What is the innovation about? 

Additional thoughts

The entrepreneurs have an idea, look for help, but do not want to spent too much own money on advice

Diversification - niche marketing - Do better things like regional marketing and decrease size

ISP promotes co-creation - cross pollination between actors - empower groups to do things better - connect entrepreneurs - and 

do not use advice recepies 

Cross fertilisation within family
Application of existing technology and approaches for farmers, for us - It's about do things better like plan your work, cooling, ..

General characteristics

Specific characteristics

advisor

Continuous training of advisors

SWOT

Different views on what innovation & knowledge is about

Farmers use internet for gaining knowledge

Farmers don't see there is science behind electronic information

Farmers network through internet (facebook)

How to implement knowledge without research? 

Innovation

researcher & Innovator

Translation 

researcher & Networker

Diffusion 

De Polle - Distrikempen & Advisory Board
Belgicactus - Innovative labour 

organization
Belgische Saffron

Financial context Generational context

One-day study tour to the UK

-marketing adviser on board

-design adviser on board

Priorisation of farm objectives

Structured strategy and corresponding consistent 

action plans

- bank change and negotiation

- production plan

- marketing plan

- optimization of logistics

Mirror effect (again)

Availability of support services

Innovation process

Availability of funds to subsidise the support services

Cross sectoral exchanges (farmers to farmers or entrepreneurs to entrepreneurs)

Personnality of entrepreneurs:

- professional background

- openness

- curiosity

- creativity

Global vision of farm strategy

Common characteristics

Consolidation phase: Impacts

Innovation is an objectives-oriented change.

The objectives:

Profitability

Organisational sustainalbility (long lasting approach)

Entrepreneurs make the decisions

Commitment of advisers, either institutional or volunteers

Optimisation of staff performance

Continued improvement:

-Technical (many experiments to compare productivity 

(yields, labour)

- Marketing (diversification, packaging, labelling, 

advertising?) 

Ongoing phase: Means of change

Networking: - Social networks (Facebook) - Real networks (face to face exchanges)

Starting phase: Triggers of change

Opportunity for external intervention

Mirror effect of external intervention



6.2.2 Actors/roles within the innovations 

 

6.2.3 Role of support services 

Continuity of an innovation support service provider such as Innovatiesteunpunt is important. Change takes time and 

a famer should be able to rely on the innovation support service provider.    

Entrepreneurial advisors are involved in the innovation process. Remarkably, their engagement is less money 

(resource) driven but more value driven. The connection between the advisor and the farmer is about “We share an 

idea, we share an ambition and we share the same value”.  

During the innovation process, the advisors look at the whole farming system and not only at one aspect of it.  

6.2.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

Belgicactus-Innovative learning 

Organization
De Polle - Distrikempen De Polle - Advisory Board Belgische Saffron

Rurant Patrick

Advisory board

Neighbours , personal network 

(Michel) of acquaintances Peer to Peer exchanges

Social networks  SPK database of volunteers Facebook

Market- Consumers
demand for local products, 

regional branding

Innovatiesteunpunt, Flanders DC

Employees better working  conditions

Actors - Networks - Communication

General  characteristics

Link with public policy instruments

No research involvement

Focus on individuals, Focus on elite farmers

Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneur oriented networks

Key role of VAWE- driven advisors

Family (son and girlfriend)

E
x
t
e

r
n

a
l 

a
c
t
o

r
s

Innovatiesteunpunt,   Flanders 

Synergy,Ronnie,  Agrocoach

Family

In
t
e

r
n

a
l 

a
c
t
o

r
s

Cross sector and cross thematic perspectives exchanges learning

All actors involved adapted to the farmers needs

Important /proactive role  of ISPActors connected with strong 

territorial networks

Personal  real networks 



 

6.2.5 Appreciation of regional particularities  

Based on all the information gained during this cross visit, pearls and puzzles were detected.  

The “pearls” are those elements in the innovative cases which were found to be positive and interesting to take 

home. What is striking in the four visited cases?  

• The farmer is in the driver’s seat at the start of the innovation process, he takes the initiative. Next the 

advisor gets involved, but the farmer remains in the driver’s seat during the process. This points out very 

well what was seen in the approach of Innovatiesteunpunt.  

• The approach of Innovatiesteunpunt focuses on co-creation & cross fertilization, rather than instruction. 

They  

o bring people together what gives rise to all kinds of new ideas. This illustrates the importance of strong 

networks. The innovation process is more a discovery tour rather than a flat process or an innovation 

protocol that can be ticked off.   

o help farmers to rethink their business/farm management. Holding a mirror in front of the farmer helps 

her/him to reflect on she/he is doing.  

o create the possibility for farmers to look beyond the border.  

o have the ability to connect farmers with the relevant funding 

 

The “puzzles“ are those elements that are not clear yet, would have been interesting to know, things for the 

stakeholders to reconsider.   

• How typical are these cases are for Flanders? Are these visited farmers  “elite – farmers”? Where does the 

mainstream farmer comes in and what does Innovatiesteunpunt for them?  

Agrocoach De Polle - Distrikempen De Polle - Advisory Board Belgische Saffron

Neighbourhood, society
Other farmers with similar 

problems (mirror effect)

Other farmers with similar 

problems (mirror effect)

Local network of people who 

were competent in an 

advisory board. A well 

known method in other 

businesses

Politics

Rurant works for the rural 

communities and supports 

projects and ideas.

Market/valuechain Demand for local products

Financial situation Need for continous growth Need for continous growth

Need for continous growth 

and problems with the cash 

flow

Cultural/historical factors

Younger generation taking 

over/ getting into the 

business

Younger generation taking 

over/ getting into the 

business

Techinal context

ISP was able to disseminate 

an IT-system, which met the 

requirements of the farmers

Environmental factors observed in the different phases of the innovation proces

General characteristics

Factors

Support services didn't motivate farmers, they were allready motivated (timing is important for succes)

Funding is necessary - good ideas are lost because there is no money for it at the moment

Farmer gets an idea and interacts with the surroundings

The driver is often a need to do things in another way

Starting phase

No research directly involved

Ongoing Phase If you want to be succesfull on innovation you have to travel/meet people/networking: discovery

Use of social media to discover and promote.

Transferability is possible, but financing is a challenge. Will it be a concept? Or just for the benefit of one/few farms?

How to continue the innovation?

What happens when ESF stops?

Consolidation phase 



• The focus of the innovation cases was on individuals doing better things or doing things better. But how will 

the knowledge gained by these individuals be spread to others? What about the transferability of this 

innovation process?  

• Innovatiesteunpunt puts a lot of energy in individual coaching. Does it really help innovation in a large sense 

in Flanders? What about the output – input ratio? Is the output conform the effort and resources that have 

been invested in the project? 

• Farmers can call upon low cost advice of ISP, which is made possible by project funding. But what is the 

willingness of the farmer to pay the real cost of an advice?  

• How are other advisors tied in? One farmer can get advice from many different corners, but how does that 

interrelate?  

• Research wasn’t involved in the visited cases. Instead, farmers used internet based knowledge. What is the 

quality of this internet based knowledge?  

These pearls and puzzles were discussed at the AgriSpin symposium at the end of the cross visit. 

6.2.6 Specific recommendations 

Discussion with the local stakeholders revealed that a lot of farmers need to innovate in order to survive. Every 

successful innovation process is an answer to a crisis that once occurred at the farm. It is important to support the 

farmer with translating his innovative idea in a project type research question and connect them with adequate 

partners who will help them to start up an innovative project.  

What about the role of Innovatiesteunpunt?  

Innovatiesteunpunt is recognised as value driven advisory service. To perform their activities properly, they mainly 

depend on project funding. Although the commitment of Innovatiesteunpunt is value driven, they help farmers to 

establish a profitable business. Innovatiesteunpunt operates within a framework of other actors in the field, such as 

applied research centres and ILVO. These actors deal with other questions from farmers: more on productivity, cost 

effectiveness, pollution and other technical related questions. In that way, Innovatiesteunpunt acts complementary.  

What about the low consultancy cost for farmers?  

Flanders has an open knowledge system with very little paid advice for farmers and an open advisory system. In 

principle, all information derived from projects funded by the government is available for farmers.    

Project funding for innovative projects?  

A lot of project funding programs are available but only known by advisors and researchers and not by farmers. 

Therefore, farmers need to be supported with finding the right funding. Calling a farmer an entrepreneur opens a 

whole range of funding programs besides agriculture.  

The more European and national programs start focusing on innovation, the more they ask the project promotor to 

describe in detail were the innovation process will lead to. Sometimes you end up with a much more better result 

but completely different than what you foresee originally. Innovation isn’t always to predict. 

6.2.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

• Every innovation project starts with the farmer expressing her/his objectives. Farmers must take their 

innovative project in their own hands. 

• De bridge between research and practice and between front runners and mainstream farmers has to be 

made. 

• We need to evolve towards a culture of innovation.  

• Change takes time. 

 

 

6.3 Basque Country (SP) 

6.3.1 Description of the innovation 

[1] ITERA_AA is a pilot project tracking of 8 innovative dairy holdings (in terms of product and marketing innovation) 

to thereby analyse the needs of farms that want to innovate and identify aspects that affect the project viability 



(positive and negative). In addition, during the pilot, some of the farms received assistance during all the process of 

labelling of the product or the certification of the products as integrated ones. 

INNOVATIVE POINTS  

• Innovation in marketing and commercialisation, promoting systems that bring supply and demand on a territorial 

basis (direct selling, short marketing circuits, vending machines, diversification of products…) to obtain a higher 

added value.  

• Innovation in human resources. Starting from the needs of the farms to build formations and accompanying paths.  

The visited farmer: mr Iňaki, who joined the project, was assisted to sell part of his milk directly to the public through 

a vending machine. The higher price for only 9% of his total production allowed him to reduce the number of 

animals from 150 to 80.  Result: less costs (less personnel, less manure, do away with the robot), less stress and 

equal income. 

 

[2] Karabeleko is an agroecological farm created from the collaboration of three different entrepreneurs with 

complementary objectives:  

 To develop a pioneer research in organic agriculture.   

 To develop rehabilitation, therapy and inclusion work for people with mental illness.  

 To promote and disclose the values of the project, meaning health, biodiversity, local, participation, knowledge 

and culture.   

For this purpose a network of economic activity has been created. The benefits are used to support the three 

objectives mentioned above. 

INNOVATIVE POINTS   

Three different entities coming from different sectors that decide to create a common project combining organic 

farming with psychological therapy. Creating a space where farming, research, environmental protection, 

psychological support, awareness raise of mental illness and reduction of social exclusion come together.  

The creation of this innovative farm contributes to:  

 Create new knowledge.  

 Raise awareness about the mentally ill people.  

 Shows to consumers new varieties of vegetables and how they can be cooked.  

 It helps to solve the issues between users and professionals.  

 It provides a service for professional and amateur farmers that demand new varieties.  

 School visits are organised were the children can interact with farmers and mentally ill people. 

 

[3] The initiative is about an innovative device called GEOPOS for livestock geo-localisation through satellite / GSM / 

SIGFOX. The device, located on the neck of the livestock, sends the signal to Hazi servers where it is processed and 

displayed on Google Maps. This way, the herds are constantly monitored, facilitating the daily work of the farmer 

and reducing time, costs and risks. 

INNOVATIVE POINTS  

It’s an example of transfer of scientific knowledge to meet the needs of everyday farmers to improve their quality of 

life. It’s a technological innovation created through a multi-stakeholder approach answering to the needs of the 

actors in the ground. 

 

[4] Through the seed as a link and integral solution to the problems of pollution and self-sustainability of agriculture, 

LIFESEED CAPITAL aims to present and demonstrate ways of saving energy and reducing emissions of greenhouse 

gases, using 100% of the seed (recovering residual cake produced after pressing for oil generation, using it to cause 

changes in livestock food, which will help reducing methane emissions) keeping the conflict between biofuel 

production and human food to a minimum.  



INNOVATIVE POINTS  

Creation of a circular economy 

at farm level around the 

rapeseed:  

 Use of rapeseed oil as fuel, 

which allows savings of 57% 

of greenhouse gas 

emissions, compared to 

diesel fuel.  

 Use of the rapeseed cake 

residue to feed ruminants. 

This approach reduces 

methane emissions 

produced during the 

fermentation process. 

6.3.2 Actors/roles within the innovation  

[1] ITERA_AA:  Initiator is the HAZI advisory service, in response to the needs expressed by the breeders.  

[2] Karabeleko: Three friends with totally different backgrounds find each other in a shared ambition. Each of them 

uses his own knowledge, and the network in which he is embedded.  

[3] GEOPOS: The sectorial Network Team of HAZI foundation started the initiative, in response to the need of 

livestock breeders. HAZI advisory service is involved, just as the regional government, a research institute and an 

SME producing the device.  

[4] LIFESEED CAPITAL: Farmer Felix is a biologists who left his job to join his brother as a farmer. He has a strong 

attitude about ethical values and beliefs. He refuses GMO’s. He became vice president of the local cheese producers 

association. In 2012 he submitted the proposal for the LIFE  

Seedcapital project, in collaboration with Neiker, a researcher.  

GENERAL: Difficulties to reach all the farmers. For example, due to the aging issue of the farmers, the Internet was 

not always the best way to arrive to all. The structure of the different organisations completing the Basque 

agricultural innovation system is complex, 

which is difficult to understand not just to 

the visitors but also for certain 

stakeholders. 

6.3.3 Role of support services 

[1] ITERA_AA:  The developed and 

implemented actions by HAZI were the 

base to boost the following milestones:   

 Cooperation among partners:  

 Disseminate the innovation between 

agricultural microenterprises for the 

structuration of the organisation of 

the economic branches with local 

added value.  

 Consolidate the methodological approaches of each partner in the construction of local governance.   

 Capitalisation: Capitalise the common results of the local testing of different cooperation projects, creating an 

information network and an expert leaded survey.  

There wasn’t a common intervention in all the participant farms because each one has its own specificities and 

needs. In this context, the technical assistance provided by the advisory bodies both in terms of advice and in terms 

of making existing resources more affordable, was crucial.  



LURSAIL, coordinates and gathers advisory centres (centros de gestión). 

The technician from the advisory centre helped to obtain a bank loan. 

[2] Karabeleko: The leading trio primarily counts on its own knowledge and experience.   

[3] GEOPOS: The idea for the device came from the HAZI advisor, who considers it as ‘his baby’. HAZI makes use of 

the existing technology and it adapts it. -The use of the prototypes freely by the farmers creates a need so that they 

are more likely willing to pay later on.  They want to spread the technology among farmers in the region. 

[4] LIFESEED CAPITAL: Research as assistance to experiments on the farm. 

6.3.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

[1] ITERA_AA:  three factors together created a window of opportunity for change. 

 Lifelong learning approach of the farmer; 

 The Basque Government wanted the farms to diversify; 

 Environmental problems of the farmer, and problems with a worker. 

[2] Karabeleko: -Grounded in organic and ecological beliefs. Growing local varieties combined with the research and 

new varieties.  

2015: A serious flood destroys the harvest. Surprising help of 30 volunteers to recover the fields 

They have created a demand that has an effect on the mindset or openness of other farmers. 

[3] GEOPOS: HAZI took in charge the costs to develop the device and the risks.   

The important role of the farmer in the local community (farmer, mayor, owner of restaurant). 

Initiator (advisor) without commercial interest.  

Interest from elsewhere but not similar experiences abroad for the moment.- 

[4] LIFESEED CAPITAL: Mobile rapeseed press machine at disposal of farmers for free. Effects of cooperation: 

surprise on the rapeseed cake for the researcher, surprise on the opportunities given by rapeseed oil for the farmer. 

Less dependence of external feed=reduction of costs= more profit -Crucial moment for Felix: direct selling, will 

work? Felix was a natural choice for the researcher because of his openness.    

 

 

6.3.5 Appreciation of regional particularities  

General: The visitors sensed a strong Basque identity, and a climate that is favourable for collaboration. At farm 

level, family support and family pressure are seen as positive factors.  

Regarding the influence of the ecosystem, it was stressed the advantage of being a small region in terms of 

accessibility and communication. 

Regarding the impression of the visitors of the main characteristics of the innovation, the participants were partially 

in disagreement. They don’t see the risk if all the sector is innovative, as they say that innovation is not just to 

produce different things, but doing things differently. And at the same time, the production is quite small which 

reduces the problems of competition. 



 

6.3.6 Specific recommendations 

General: The visitors stressed the importance for better networking at national level in relation to the Rural 

Development Programmes and especially for cooperation in the framework of Operational Groups. They also 

stressed the fact, that the Basque organisations are active in many networks and cooperate at European level. 

The regional actors don’t think that the innovation is just individual farm oriented. Even if the innovation initially is 

addressing individuals it grows and it shared among collectives and impacts at local level. The visitors and regional 

representatives agreed that there was a need of sharing more knowledge from farmer to farmer. 

The aging of farmers as an issue in the Basque Country, which may also bring difficulties for applying innovations. In 

line with this, there is the need to link experienced farmers with young entrepreneurs, to ease the generation 

renewal and boost the innovation.   

The Basque actors said that there are more innovative initiatives with a bottom up approach, coming from the 

farmer, instead of what the visited thought. The group also highlighted the importance of farmers with leadership 

skills.  

 

 

6.3.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

The more you innovate you are, more challenges you face in relation to the characteristics of the innovation. 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Denmark (DK) 

6.4.1 Description of the innovation 

What is the innovation about?  



 
The innovation process 

 

6.4.2 Actors/roles within the innovation  

 



 

6.4.3 Role of support services 

In the Cross Visit there was a clear focus on activities of SEGES and DAAS. So we reflected on their roles. 

SEGES is farmer owned as is the local advisory service (DAAS). It is a non-profit organisation To perform innovation 

activities, SEGES mainly depends on project funding and this makes it difficult to always act quickly in the innovation 

process. DAAS is also an important factor in the innovation process – especially in the implementation and 

transferability process. DAAS has a lot of service products and can be seen as an operational organisation – this 

makes it sometimes difficult to handle the implementation process. 

6.4.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

 



 

6.4.5 Appreciation of regional particularities  

The “pearls” represent elements in the innovative cases which were found to be positive and interesting to take 

home. What is striking in the four visited cases? 

 The farmers are in the centre and they are involved in the innovation process. 

 Farmers can initiate innovation processes and bring in their needs and ideas, especially when they combine 

bright ideas and board responsibility (decide about priorities, funding, be ambassadors). 

 Innovations are taken from the non-farming sectors and adapted to the needs of the farming sector (no re-

invention of the wheel) 

 Ideas from science/universities are taken up by practitioners and made fit for practice 

 Strong feeling of ownership by the farmers and advisors (DAAS, private, etc) involved in the innovation process. 

 Successfully organised collaborations in all cases. 

 Involvement of the environmental, consulting and governmental organisations. 

 Taking up consumers’ demands to initiate innovation. 

 Innovators’ passion and persistence are drivers in innovation processes; economic motives are at the core of the 

innovation. 

 Good collaboration and direct and easy communication among actors contribute to bringing out and dealing 

with farmers’ needs. 

 Involving enforcement agencies in the innovation process (mini wetlands) was beneficial in development of the 

innovation. 

6.4.6 Specific recommendations 

At the AgriSpin symposium recommendations were done with a question mark, as ‘puzzles’: elements that are not 

always clear, but interesting for the stakeholders to reconsider. 

 A broader view when looking for partners and ideas could be useful. 

 Be quicker in the innovation process – from big tanker to the quick speedboat. Or incorporate both aspects and 

make solutions when they conflict. 

 Funding process is longer than market reaction. 

 Farmers’ options to involvement in regional development are limited. 

 Hard to involve DAAS sometimes, but if you put an effort to it – it gives extra power. 

 How to bring agricultural ideas to commercial partners in/outside agriculture, especially supermarkets. Risk 

when research is started under NGO pressure (animal welfare) that this pressure does not (yet) influence the 

market. 

 Funding schemes set the framework for (innovation) projects and topics (and there is no scheme focusing on 

innovation). 

 Socio-cultural factors, relating to farmers’ innovation development and adoption, are not well understood and 

further research in this regard might be helpful. 

 Missing competences/capacity (actors) to pick up individual ideas from farmers. 

 Two-layer system (SEGES and DAAS) + lack of methods makes it difficult to understand farmers’ motivation. 

 SEGES (national) and DAAS (local) are separately run, with different business models. Despite good working 

relationships generally, there are some issues of coordination and communication between them. For example, 

SEGES might develop a new tool or method but the local offices are under no obligation to promote them, as 

their commercial priority is to build client hours. Building in more feedback loops in the system might help. 

 Big cooperatives limiting innovations in business models (or market departments have other policy than 

innovation departments) 

 

With the experience of the AgriSpin visitors as background, the Cross Visit came to the following suggestions:  

SEGES needs to provide more “own” funding for innovative projects to be able to 

 move faster and react to farmers’ needs as they emerge; 



 be able to work with issues that are not mentioned in the public funding schemes; 

 be able to work more with business models and the value chain in order to help the niche producers and those 

who want to work beside the big cooperatives.  

SEGES should look for other collaborators (incl. international) and funding – and make sure not to invent the wheel 

again and again. 

SEGES must be better in transferring the results from innovation projects to a broader range of farmers. For 

example: 

 Involving the farmers/entrepreneurs more in the projects; 

 Including external parties in the work groups/project group; 

 Cooperating with partners already present in the market (ie. The Wetlands). 

6.4.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

Project funding for innovative projects? 

The more European and national programs start focusing on innovation, the more they ask the project promotor to 

describe in detail what the innovation process will lead to. Sometimes you end up with a much better result but 

completely different from what you had originally foreseen. Innovation isn’t always predictable and this makes it 

difficult for SEGES as well as for DAAS and the farmers to work with project funding for innovative projects. 

  



6.5 Guadeloupe (F) 

6.5.1 Description of the innovation 

 

[1] RITA Guadeloupe: implementation of the programme. 

RITA stands for « Réseaux d’Innovation et de Transfert Agricole » (agricultural innovation and dissemination 

networks). in 2011, RITA is launched in each of the 5 French outermost regions (Guadeloupe, Martinique, Guyane, la 

Réunion, Mayotte). The administrative, financial and scientific coordination of the RITAs was given jointly to ACTA 

and CIRAD. The aim: to improve the a poor cooperation among stakeholders of agricultural development (research 

institutes, technical institutes, extension services, farmers’ organisations. 

[2] The Yam platform: platform of stakeholders setting the agenda for new initiatives. 

The yam platform is considered innovative for two main reasons: 

 There is a wish amongst consumers to get locally produced yam, which is better adapted to the local taste, 

instead of yam imported from Costa-Rica. Therefore, there is a strong potential for local production.  

 In Guadeloupe, yam is currently affected by antracnosis (a fungus borne disease), for which research activities 

were undertaken, and eventually carried out in collaboration between research institutes and technical 

institutes. 

[3] The fight against citrus greening (yellow dragon disease): Citrus greening broke out in Guadeloupe as the RITA 

activities were already launched. Citrus greening affects citrus in wide areas, including the major citrus-producing 

region (e.g. Florida, USA). The “RITA Guadeloupe” was able to cope with this issue, at constant costs, through 

reallocation of idle funds (some activities of the overall action plan of RITA were delayed, thus leaving some funds 

idle).   

Therefore, the “citrus greening” activity is considered an innovation since: 

 It was introduced as an emergency response to an unexpected situation, thus showing the ability of the RITA 

scheme to deal with crucial issues in a flexible manner; 

 It has triggered joint research activities between organisations who were acting separately since then, in order to 

speed up the upcoming of solutions to address the citrus greening issue. 

[4] Apiloc: association of bee keepers promoting innovations. This case study differs from the others, since it 

involves more limited scientific inputs: there is no R&D project specific to the actions, except some links with the 

University of Corsica. The approach is considered innovative because it is driven by the professionals themselves, 

who mobilize expertise and funds as far as they need it / can do it. Apigua, a beekeepers association gathering most 

beekeepers of the territory, is the driving force. The focus is on two activities: 

 Selection of queen bees 

The selection programme undertaken by Apigua aims at supplying well-selected queen bees to apiarists. A 

fecundated queen bee is sold at 25 €/pc. The demand currently exceeds the supply. 

The process of spreading queen bees with high genetic potential is of paramount importance to increase honey 

production. 

 Pollens characterization 

This activity was initially undertaken through the acquisition of needed methods and know-how at the University of 

Corsica. It is now on-going, with the scope to establish a pollen databank. 

 

The 3 latter cases are in fact projects of the Rita network. 

In the Guadeloupe CV an interesting way to make an overview on the cases was used. Because of the importance of 

RITA for the CV we put this overview in the summary. 

 



 
 

Type of innovation: 

 Bio-technical, not moving towards farming system/ some moving towards agro-ecological; 

 Mostly not yet implemented at larger scale (except for APIGUA); 

 Strong interest in innovation for plant diversification (Pitaya, Yam…). 

 

  



Characteristics of the innovation process: 

 

6.5.2 Actors/roles within the innovation  

The actors are mentioned in the ‘target’: left public partners, 

right private, in the bulls eye the most involved partners. This 

overview was used in more CV’s, it is used here as illustration. 

6.5.3 Role of support services 

Main characteristics of the Innovation: 

 Science driven (except for APIGUA) 

 Farmers are not in the driver’s seat 

 Learning from experiences outside Guadeloupe 

 Education/ sensitization of the actors: “Think out of the 

box!” 

 “Due to RITA we started or enlarged cooperation among 

various actors” 

6.5.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

The environment  gives obstacles and opportunities: 



 

6.5.5 Appreciation of regional particularities  

The visitors gave an overview of the characteristics they appreciated over the cases: 

 

6.5.6 Specific recommendations 

The favourable funding conditions identified by the AgriSpin team need to be relativized. 

Indeed, the RITA scheme helps the small actors, sectors and organisations but most of the subsidies available in 

Guadeloupe are captured by the main sectors (Banana – Sugar Cane), outside the RITA scheme. 

Moreover, the conditions of access to the RITA funding and most of the available funds evolves quite a lot and is 

more and more competitive and seems more and more complex for the actors and stakeholders (from a RITA state 

lead management to a RITA region lead management: this transition period is key and need a lot of investment and 

effort to become effective). 

The RITA actors should also investigate how it’s managed in other EU regions (through ERIAFF) and mostly in 

federated states such as Germany in order to learn from other organisations and various experiences. 

The Guadeloupian Agriculture should benefit and take advantage from its own particular island and isolated 

environment and better organise short supply chains (school canteens, etc…). This would require a better 

coordination with local collectivities and also the National Organisation for Social Aids (CAF). 

There’s a lot of opportunities outside Guadeloupe to harvest new knowledge and know-how that the stakeholders 

should develop but also within Guadeloupe in other innovations sectors. 

Lastly, the Agricultural sector should also better consider the bio-economy and the biodiversity potential of the 

island that represent its outstanding wealth. 

AgriSpin team underlines the margin for improvement to better commit farmers and small producers association at 

the heart of the project that would significantly improve the uptake of innovations in the farming sector. 

Indeed, this uptake but also the technical upgrade of skills by farmers and producers would complement the huge 

research potential that characterize Guadeloupe. 

In that way, the facilitating role (already active through the position of Manuel Gerard as RITA Coordinator) should 

be strengthened as it is a way to generate trust with farmers and to better understand them and commit them, 

seeking for passionate and front-runners farmers who have this multiplier potential. 



The RITA should also commit new actors to “think out the box” (criticism on the pattern between problems and 

solutions) and open-up its mind on the processes, but so far it has been difficult because the RITA 1 projects have 

been set-up in emergency, based on the existing dynamics, networks and relationships among actors. 

Obviously there is room for improvement along these lines for the RITA 2 scheme and its governance, especially 

regarding ways to commit stakeholders as active actors of the projects. 

Nevertheless, the RITA allowed to defragment actors, networks and activities and to resolutely bring cross-cutting 

and multi-actor approaches in the daily works. The actors should continue these efforts through more holistic 

approaches and also agro-ecological and mixed farming systems approaches. 

Regarding the transfer and the impact of the RITA activities, there is a need to mutualize the results and still to 

commit more farmers in the actions for a better and faster adoption and to maximize the dissemination potential. 

A “proximity dissemination”, not only towards the stakeholders in direct contact with the RITA actors but towards 

the whole Guadeloupian should be the main objectives of RITA2. 

As everywhere in the world, it’s also difficult to measure the impacts of the projects regarding the maturity level of 

the outputs …but involving farmers as implementer of the results would help to improve these expected impacts. 

Working on the economic impact would help to fulfil RITA’s missions and attract and commit more and more 

producers. 

 

 
 

6.5.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

The Cross-Visit in Guadeloupe allowed to highlight several striking points in the organisation of the RITA scheme and 

the related innovation processes: 

 The main added-value of the RITA lies in its reactivity potential to face challenges and pop-up crises (i.e. sanitary 

crises such as Citrus Greening). The flexible management and funding scheme that characterize the RITA allows 

to quickly gather the relevant actors and stakeholders and to set-up projects in response to a specific and 

emerging challenge. 

 Moreover, the second added-value lies on the multi-actor and multi-stakeholder consultation and organisation 

to address the challenges. The fact that each kind of actor (researcher, engineer, advisor, farmers etc…) works at 

his dedicated place and does what it does best in a synergistic and complementary way between actors is 

valuable for the projects and the innovation processes. RITA allowed to shift from a “fragmented cooperation 

model” to a “coherent and dynamic path”. 



 The third added-value that came-out this visit is the strong willingness of the Guadeloupian actors to learn from 

outside the island (i.e. Cuba, Corsica, etc…) and to foster knowledge and know-how exchanges between RITA 

actors and abroad…even if there’s still margin for improvement. 

 A weakness of the RITA scheme identified during the visit is that when there’s a lack of organisation of the 

producers (i.e. in active associations) and more generally of a certain farming sector and when the activities are 

not sufficiently steered by the farmers themselves, there’s a clear lack of impact and innovation uptake by the 

farmers (i.e. APIGUA strong impact versus YAM weak impact). 

 Particular effort should and will be given to the consultation process of the farmer’s professional organisation to 

help them to formulate their needs in the perspective of the RITA 2 phase to enhance effectiveness of the future 

actions. 

 



6.6 Tuscany (IT) 

6.6.1 Description of the innovation 

[1] Old wheat varieties 

The innovation propose consisted in a process of rediscovery and cultivation of old varieties of wheat and, 

progressively, the production of bread and pasta to be sell to local consumers. Started in one organic farm in the 

Province of Pisa (Pratini Farm – Floriddia brothers), this process progressively involved other farms, international 

networks and associations. 

This experience can be considered a radical, social innovation in the context of bread supply chain because of 

different reasons, such as: the collaborative approach in creating a network among different actors (farmers, 

researchers, extensionists, consumers, associations) around the same sustainability principles; the valorisation of 

peer to peer exchange of knowledge in order to share and spread sustainable farming and production practices; the 

impact it has not only at local community but also at a broader level, because of the involvement of national and 

international network working on preservation and exchange of seeds. 

The initiative started from the ambition of one of the two owners of Pratini farm, Rosario Floriddia, to change his 

business and his personal life too.  

Pratini Farm extends on a surface of 300 Ha. Major crops are cereals, legumes and fodder.  

In the second half of 1990s the farm developed as a conventional cereal farm, strongly dependent on CAP subsidies 

and integrated in the agro-food chain. The turn to organic, in 1987, was a first manifestation of the desire to regain 

some control, both on the technical and the economic level. 

Looking for a more profitable but also satisfactory management of the farm, in 2005 they obtained the authorization 

to process and sell food on farm. Initially they bought a small electric stone mill to produce their own flour. They 

began to make bread, and sold it to the local bakeries and directly to consumers.  

In 2006, acknowledging that the modern wheat varieties were not suitable for organic farming and traditional 

processing, they began to cultivate old winter wheat varieties. Thanks to the good agronomical and economical 

results obtained in these early years, from 2009 onwards they have been growing only old wheat varieties and 

landraces, implementing some innovations in the agricultural techniques too: no-till sowing; fertilization only 

through green manure; self-production of seeds for sowing and use of blends of different varieties. This last point is 

particularly significant for the farm reorganisation.  

In 2010, the success of this new direction of farm activities motivated the owners to make a much greater 

investment consisting of: a shed for grains storage; a cutting-edge plant for seeds cleaning and selection; a 

professional stone mill for flour production; and a plant for pasta and baked goods production. This plant is now 

considered one of the most advanced in Tuscany, able to produce high quality flour, and it is a good example of 

innovative technology at a non-industrial scale. Its equipment and functioning have been the result of a close 

collaboration between the Floriddia brothers and the firm which installed it.  

[2] Orti E.T.I.C.I.” (ETHIC Gardens) – Horticulture, Economy, Technique, Innovative social inclusion. 

The Project “Orti ETICI” started in 2008 and is aimed to promote “responsible innovation” in the field of agricultural 

production and social inclusion. The Project combines sustainable farming and  social rehabilitation through the 

employment of persons belonging to vulnerable groups and with low contractual capacity. 

It is an example of social innovation (social farming): this experience mobilize the resources of a territory in order to 

provide innovative services to the local community through a partnership between farmers, social cooperatives and 

local authorities. People with disability work to produce vegetables that are sell directly to local consumers. 

[3] Formanova - Innovation in grassland and fodder for the production of “Pecorino Toscano PDO cheese” with 

nutraceutical properties: The Project FORMA NOVA combines the transfer of both product and process innovations 

in the agricultural sector and specifically: 



- transfer of technical innovations related to fodder crops, to the cultivation of flax on farm and to the supply and 

management of the grazing of dairy sheep; 

- transfer of technical innovations to optimize the potential forage production of local forage systems forage on 

the basis of more quality parameters and to support the production of cheese characterized by a high content of 

CLA (Linoleic Acid) and VA (Vaccenic Acid), omega-3 and by a lower content of saturated fatty acids, enhancing;  

- Improvement of the technological quality of milk, controlling seasonal variations linked to changes in nutrition 

and enter formulas of cheese yield standard enhancing the composition of the milk itself. 

In this case, two process innovations (fodder crops and introduction of flax) are needed to obtain one product 

innovation (Pecorino cheese with nutraceutical properties) 

6.6.2 Actors/roles within the innovation  

[1] Old wheat varieties 

The farmers’ interest in the old wheat varieties started to develop in 2005, thanks to the interactions within the 

Tuscan Coordination of Organic Producers (CTPB, an association of organic farmers and agronomists founded for the 

promotion and dissemination of organic agriculture in Tuscany, with the aim of achieving a sustainable farming 

practices from an ecological, social, economic and political point of view), of which the Pratini farm is a member. 

In the belief that a special attention to the availability of proper varieties and related seeds was necessary for the 

success of organic farms, the President of CTPB organised a meeting with Floriddia, a geneticist, Prof. Benedettelli – 

a Professor at the University of Florence - and an agronomist, Cerretelli - expert of organic farming - to discuss the 

issue. This first interaction and the related project aimed at collecting the old varieties to be seeded at Pratini farm 

initiated a broader process of exchange and collaboration which has progressively involved many other actors, such 

as the technicians and the other farmers members of the Rural Seeds Network (a second level association which 

supports, facilitates and promotes contact, dialogue, exchange and sharing of information and initiatives between 

those who claim the values of biodiversity and of peasant agriculture and oppose what generates erosion and loss of 

diversity and agriculture based on intensive monoculture and/or genetically modified crops) and of the WWOOF 

association, but also international networks of farmers,  bakers and seed banks.  

The work of plant breeding, seed conservation, reproduction and, lately, the evaluation of the biochemical 

components of these old grains, useful also to establish the baking performance, are the most important activities at 

the centre of the collaboration with the researchers of Florence University. More and more interested in the issue 

and committed to actively manage its genetic resources, Pratini farm has moreover started other collaborations with 

several research institutions (also within EU projects). 

The success of this collaborations is strongly linked to the ways through which the researchers and the farmer 

interact, grounded on a tacit acknowledgment of the equal dignity of knowledge and skills, which are pooled to 

achieve shared goals (the conservation of biodiversity, the spreading of organic farming, the production of healthy 

food). 

The relational activity of the network has seen an important development also on the side of the interaction with 

other farmers. Some of them are local farmers who have joined the network, starting to collaborate with Floriddia, 

because looking for alternatives and thus attracted by this different model of management and the possibility to find 

more satisfactory outcome. Three of them began the activity of seeds reproduction, fully espousing the cause of the 

retrieval of old varieties and the agro-ecological approach. Unfortunately, the activity of seeds reproduction didn’t 

spread a lot among other farmers, so that it is considered at the moment a criticality on which continue to work in 

order to consolidate the alternative supply chain . 

Together with the neighbouring farmers, Rosario assumes the role of “custodian grower”, a role formally recognized 

to farmers committed to reproduce genetic resources at risk of extinction: this “role” was introduced in 1997 and 

formalised through the Law no. 64/2004, strongly supported by the Regional Government of Tuscany. The aim of this 

low is, in fact, to promote the participation in projects addressed to the identification, characterization, conservation 

and enhancement of the local genetic resources, especially if at risk of extinction. 



[2] Orti ETICI 

The University of Pisa (Department of Veterinary Science), two social cooperatives, “Bio-Colombini” organic farm 

and the Centre for agro-environmental research of the University of Pisa (CIRAA) started to work together to realise 

this project on social farming and decided to give themselves a formal organisation. 

The project is regulated by ATI (Temporary Association of Enterprises; it is an agreement among different 

organisation oriented towards a specific objective) and by an internal protocol between the partners. 

The ATI enables partners to pursue the project objectives enhancing and complementing the specific skills of each 

part; moreover, ATI and the Protocol provide clarity and transparency about the use of public land resources made 

available and establishes the role of the partners in the project. 

In this case, the task of the farm is primarily to sell the products (mainly fresh vegetables) within the short supply 

channel of the Solidarity Purchasing Groups (GAS); the task of co-operatives is to manage the job placement process, 

monitoring and evaluating individual outcomes, the CIRAA manages the processing, provides the land and buildings 

(land, greenhouses, buildings) and the experiences of its technicians and, moreover, utilizes Orti Etici as “place of 

experimentation and research in the agricultural sector”; the Department of Veterinary Sciences provides the skills 

acquired over the years on social farming and promotes the creation, within the University, of a training centre on 

these issues. 

So, the task of the farm is to produce food, the task of University is oriented towards research and development and 

the cooperative produces inclusive outcomes, in a context in which the two objectives are not parallel or overlapping 

but integrated, through a path where work is both the place of production and inclusion. This is guaranteed by the 

presence of a tutor, who is in charge of guarantee the job placement with a constant presence in the workplace. 

Recently, were also activated (and are still ongoing) collaboration agreements with institutional and private 

organisations operating in the area: in particular, the partner of the Project are working with the “Società della 

Salute di Pisa” (SDS, Local Health Agency) in order to establish a “permanent table on social farming” and  a 

coordination work was done with the public social services (who are in charge to oversee the users with disabilities), 

for the preparation of specific guidelines for the inclusion of disadvantaged people within the Orti Etici project and 

within social farming activities". 

[3] Formanova 

The key actors involved in this innovation process belonged to research and agricultural practices. 

Regarding the “production side”, have been involved two cheese factories: the cooperative cheese factory of 

Manciano (it is the organisation which coordinated the project funded by the Regional Government of Tuscany) and 

the Pinzani cheese factory. The actors belonging to research are the Centre for agro-environmental research of the 

University of Pisa “Enrico Avanzi” (CIRAA) and the “Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna”: these organisation already tested in 

research fodder production and the feeding techniques aimed at increasing the nutraceutical properties of the 

Pecorino cheese. Moreover, fodder producers and farmers’ consortia specialized in animal nutrition were involved. 

6.6.3 Role of support services 

[1] Old wheat varieties 

The investments were supported financially by the Rural Development Plan of Tuscany Region, specifically by 

Measure 121 related to the modernization of farms: the investments in farms facilities have enabled the processing 

of stone ground flour, pasta and baked products, the packaging of the same and the cultivation of legumes. The 

access to these Regional funds thus consistently helps the two farmers in the realization of their ambitions and in the 

achievement of their objectives for growth.  

With regard to the presence of a support agency, the advisory services involved is private, as part of the CTPB; it can 

be considered a farmer-based advisory system. 



[2] Orti ETICI  

It has to be observed that for the realisation of the project no official support agencies were directly involved. 

Particularly relevant was the institutional support provided by the Regional Government of Tuscany, which claimed 

social farming experiences as useful for society some years before the Italian national low dealing with this issues 

was promulgated (2015). 

[3] Formanova  

No advisory services were directly involved in the process of Project realization and development. Institutional and 

economic support by the Regional Government of Tuscany, who has funded the Project with the money of the Rural 

Development Plan 2007-2013 (Measure 124). 

6.6.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

[1] Old wheat varieties 

 Since Floriddia started to produce flour on farm, direct sales were expanded: they sold directly on farm, to some 

local bakeries (400 kg of flour per week) and to local GAS (Solidarity Purchasing Groups): the last ones regularly 

prepare their orders through the online catalogue and the e-commerce service that is available on the website. 

The price is one euro per kilo, while the conventional flour is 30 cents.  

 Activating the on-line sales allows Floriddia to cover the whole Italian territory, the products are packed carefully 

and shipped via courier within 3-4 days from receipt of order. Floriddia serves a varied clientele of individual 

private companies that operate mainly in the catering industry, such as restaurants, pizzerias, gastropubs, shops 

and all those who are interested in buying organic products. The farmers also got into contact with an expert 

geneticist and activated an experimental project with a children hospital in Florence to verify relationships 

between grain varieties and celiac disease. 

 The interactions have developed also beyond the local scale, as in the case of the exchanges with similar 

experiences in other contexts, including also foreign networks. The successes of some events organised at the 

Pratini farm are illustrative in this regard. One of these is the “Participatory Plant Breeding Week” (an initiative 

included in the National Seed Production Plan for organic farming promoted in 2010 by the Italian Ministry of 

Agriculture  and by the Italian Association for Organic Agriculture (AIAB). The two editions of June 2010 and 2012 

saw the participation of many farmers, technicians and researchers, exchanging information and experience 

about the management of the genetic resources. Another significant international event was, in June 2013,“Let’s 

Cultivate Diversity”, the second European meeting on cereal cultivation and processing, organised in Italy 

through the help of the Rural Seed Network.  

 All these initiatives have been very important for the growth of this innovative experience, its capacity to 

communicate to outside, its impacts on the local ‘communities’, as well as its potential to generate broader 

changes. Example of this last point are the strengthening within these networks of the willingness to lobby for a  

change in the legislation on seeds, or the contribution to the emerging debate on the ‘qualitative’ properties (for 

health, environment) of different breads and the related production systems. 

Low interaction with official advisors can be considered a point of weakness.  

Another weakness is that the activity of seeds reproduction didn’t spread a lot among other farmers, so that it is 

considered a point of weakness and the main challenge for a further spreading of this approach to the development 

of an alternative supply chain for old wheat varieties. 

[2] Orti ETICI  

What guided the process was the idea to connect diverse actors of the Province of Pisa around the principle of 

“social economy”, by enhancing and integrating the skills of each actor in pursuing the goal to promote social 

integration through the production of food. 

The main challenges are: maintaining stable collaborations with institutions; finding “educators” able to work with 

different kind of disability and also providing sufficient production to meet the demand of local consumers. 



[3] Formanova  

The Project answered to different innovation needs: differentiation of market opportunities for farmers, by 

introducing a new product; optimizing the agronomic management of forage and pasture that leads to the main 

purpose of the project, (the obtaining of pecorino cheese with a high content CLA and omega-3); reduction of water 

nitrate pollution by the spreading of flax in Tuscan farms 

6.6.5 Appreciation of regional particularities 

[1] Old wheat varieties 

Floriddia was one of the first farmers in Tuscany who started to re-discover old wheat varieties and who gave the 

man economic value and profitability. Nowadays the cultivation of old wheat varieties for the production of bread 

and pasta is quite widespread in other part of Tuscany. The organisation of the supply chain is oriented mainly 

towards local production and consumption (as in the case of Floriddia). 

[2] Orti ETICI  

The sensitivity of local public institutions and the strong engagement of the University in facilitating collaboration 

among different actors represent a peculiarity of the Province of Pisa, in this specific case. But the model can be 

replicated also in other Provinces/territories of the regions and the country. In fact, other experience of social 

farming are realized in other Italian Regions but, until now, the project Orti Etici is quite unique in its organisation. 

[3] Formanova  

“Maremma” represents a particular territory in Tuscany where sheep breeding and the production of pecorino 

cheese is a traditional farming practice, as well as the fodder production. 

General: 

 Scientists are involved on individual basis  

 Region Toscana brings people together and they fund activities 

 Strong personal relationships as basis  

 Policy as early mover   

 Market pull – Locally  

 Strong Tuscany branding – niche markets  

 Industry is involved and wants to be  

 Some entrepreneurs see public funding as helpful but not essential 

 Younger farmers more receptive to change 

6.6.6 Specific recommendations 

[2] Orti ETICI 

Some aspects of the Project should  be improved. For example, if the project’s partner would really have an impact 

on local community they need to optimize the production phase and improve the marketing of the products (e.g. 

localize the fields in one site, build a shop where sell production directly, involvement of other GAS). Moreover, links 

with other farms of the territory in order to create more job opportunities should be encouraged. 

[3] Formanova  

Widen the production of this pecorino cheese and the related farming practices by continuing to involve other local 

breeders and cheese makers. 

General: 

Puzzles: “Tradition vs Innovation?” 

 Lack of structured links 

 Lack of strategy/vision of region 



 No advisory service 

 How much recognition for role region? 

 Role of region? More than cashpoint?  

 Who feels responsible for which function in AKIS? 

 What scale of farming to support? 

 Organised farmers? Seem sleeping  

 Are people aware of data ownership? 

 Fair sharing of costs and benefits of innovation 

 How to scale up? 

Recommendations :  

 Create support service (FAS) 

 Proper of facilitators brokers intermediates  

 Need for mapping out/stimulating networks 

 Training on soft skills 

 Equal partnership (including farmers) 

 Dissemination ≠ publishing – translation of knowledge necessary  

 Mechanism for dissemination (beyond innovation) – upscaling Including innovators in enterprises/innovation 

processes 

 Create overall innovation strategy – EU/H2020 

 Changes incentives for researchers  

 Take sustainability/viability into account 

6.6.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

[1] Old wheat varieties 

The general lesson we can “take home” from this experience is linked to the approaches that guided all the process, 
starting from the collaborative approach in creating a network among different actors (farmers, researchers, 
extension agents, consumers, associations) around the same sustainability principles;  

The valorisation of peer to peer exchange of knowledge in order to share and spread sustainable farming and 
production practices is another important point that can be generalised. 

Another lesson is related to the general principle “act local but think global”: the impact it has not only at local 

community but also at a broader level, thanks to the involvement of national and international networks dealing 

with seeds production a conservation. 

[2] Orti ETICI  

Also in the experience of Orti Etici, the main lesson to take home is the success of a multi-actor and collaborative 

approach. The collaboration among private and public actors towards a common objective can bring to outcomes 

useful for the community. 

[3] Formanova  

Collaboration between science and practice in order to develop new products and farming practices should be 

encouraged more, especially if they are oriented to meet consumers and, more generally, society demand about 

healthy and safe food. 



6.7 Greece (GR) 

6.7.1 Description of the innovation 

All the four cases are characterized as organisational innovations including an institutional innovation angle. Also all 

cases except PSYHANTHOS (retro-innovation) are product innovations. In addition, the case of stevia represents a 

process innovation owing to the introduction of a totally new method for stevia processing. At the same time the 

knowledge available in the area changes. In the case of ESEK various technical improvements have occurred while in 

the rest of the cases organic and integrated cultivation practices have been implemented with local knowledge 

regarding new cultivations been enhanced as well. 

 

Type of innovation in the cases: 

 
Innovation process: 



 

6.7.2 Actors/roles within the innovation  

 

6.7.3 Role of support services 

New Generation Cooperatives and specific policies can help in the creation of an integrated network, i.e. an 

extended “ecosystem” providing innovators with the support they need in the different stages of their endeavours.  

Obstacles emerge from the complex legal framework and bureaucratic processes regarding the establishment of 

coops and emphasized the need for simplifying them.  

The structural features of the Greek agricultural sector make NGCs a rather straightforward option for farmers. With 

mutual trust as an absolutely necessary element for the formation of collective schemes. In this sense, trust 

developed between and around a core of actors who already know each other can lead to initiatives that have the 

potential to move forward.  



Different types of innovation require different types of support. This highlights the need for a central policy that will 

allow for a broader “ecosystem” to be built, with each of its parts being organically connected with all the others; 

such a policy cannot be developed by local actors like ANKA.  

6.7.4 Analysis of factors of success and failures 

 

6.7.5 Appreciation of regional particularities  

Visitors pointed to a number of positive aspects in the CV meetings. 

 The spirit of cooperation among farmers involved in the cases examined, their enthusiasm and their 

participation in considerable numbers is very encouraging.  

 Cooperation and strong belief in their projects are the main characteristics of the involved farmers. 

 The farmers involved in the innovation cases are convinced that they will succeed in doing things better, based 

on their own efforts. They are not interested only in money but are willing to engage in tasks (work) for doing 

things better. 

 New Generation Cooperatives may be the starting point for attracting young farmers also in other European 

countries and making the cake bigger for them. 

 The encouraging presence of motivated actors, with strong personal drive comprising not a different society but 

a functioning society. 

6.7.6 Specific recommendations and response of the local representatives 

The members of the visiting team proposed a number of worthwhile messages to take home: 

 “I have been working a lot in developing countries and Greece presents many similarities with developing 

countries… What I see… you are trying to do something, to invest … and this is for me a good message. But, you 

have to be open”. 

  “Do not blame the crisis! The crisis brought back this fantastic present of having a supportive community, which 

is unique and it does not exist anywhere else. These new coops may work here only because of the crisis”. 

 The visiting team remarked that they had not had enough information to evaluate the business plans and the 

marketing strategy of the NGCs. The General Director of ANKA pointed out that building a marketing strategy is 

an important part of the training program that ANKA organises with the participation of the local coops and it is 

planned to put more emphasis on this issue in the near future. 

Team and locals actors share the willingness to continue this conversation and put the right things forward; support 

services examined in CV’s can contribute in the dialogue by putting forward the right questions in order to be 

properly supported in their mission and this actually can turn the AgriSpin project into a success. 



6.7.7 Lessons that can be generalized 

The cases studied in Karditsa represent a bottom up approach for rural development involving farmers who are 

trying to meet (notwithstanding trade-offs) environmental, financial and social criteria for sustainability. 

All cases were built around different versions of the New Generation Cooperatives (NGCs) adopted by farmers in 

response to their specific needs and priorities. NGCs represent, on the one hand, an innovative ‘tool’ utilized by 

ANKA in its efforts to promote rural development and, on the other hand, a new organisational method/ for 

farmers/growers and citizens through which they attempt to overcome the structural shortcomings of the Greek 

agricultural sector (collapsing coops, small and fragmented farms, need to restructure the cropping system, etc.) and 

environmental problems.  

The introduction and adoption of NGCs implies a change in the values, mentality and vision of the local actors, who 

appear more willing to collaborate and actively engage in common decision making processes and initiatives. They 

also appear more willing to undertake risks and thus to innovate, an attitude lacking in the years before the financial 

crisis - despite the existence of innovative ideas at those times, too. The selection of all the four cases, and especially 

the cases of Efkarpon -which  precedes and has set an example- and PSYHANTHOS – the members of which specify 

more precisely and rigidly the terms of their co-existence - underlines this rationale and aims at provoking 

discussions that highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the support service system while also suggesting effective 

ways to assist innovative endeavours. 

6.8 Cross Visits to be processed: D, LV, FIN, IT, ROM, IRL 
The last 6 CV’s, of Germany (D), Latvia (LV), Finland (FIN), Campania (IT), Transylvania (ROM) and Ireland (IRL),  

will be processed in the final CV report. Advantage of this phasing is that in the evaluation of this intermediate 

report, we get more clarity about the way the characteristics can be used.  



 

7 Reflection: general characteristics of the Cross Visits 
Looking back at the CV’s, we observe that every host had its own agenda for showing examples to the visitors. Being 

conscious of this background is important, not only for the visitors, but also for the hosts themselves.  

1. Brabant, (NL): entrepreneurs, mostly farmers, directing the innovation support actions, in contrast to advisors 

and project leaders taking over. 

2. Flanders, (B): effective examples of services from Innovatiesteunpunt Boerenbond. 

3. Basque Country (SP): connecting local organisations by IFOAM. 

4. Denmark (DK): the interaction between local advisory services (LMO’s) and SEGES. 

5. Guadeloupe (F): the impact of Rita, getting support for a prolongation. 

6. Tuscany (IT): stimulate awareness among regional actors for the need to better organise the knowledge system. 

7. Greece (GR): New Generation Cooperatives realising a dynamic ecosystem. 

 

What did we harvest so far, regarding the seven characteristics of innovation processes as identified in 1.3? 

1. Description of the innovation 

What is it about? How to summarise as brief as possible the type of innovation and the innovation process? 

The cases show a wide variety of innovations, ranging from technical, social and organisational. In AgriSpin we are 

not so much interested in the technical details, but rather in the way these innovations come about: how do they 

emerge, who takes the lead, what do support agents do to stimulate, and what is the impact? Technical innovations 

are for example Geopos (livestock positioning by satellite), a chemical control app, improvements in bee keeping 

practices, or a wine tester on tannin contents. Social innovations involve changing relationships with different 

stakeholders, such as the RITA network for stimulating AKIS partners to collaborate, social farming combining 

agricultural production with health care, or the involvement of clients or the public in general in decisions regarding 

farm practices. Examples of organisational innovations are novel approaches applied by the support agency, such as 

the Food Academy on Tour stimulating product innovations, the SOP and LEAN approach for improved farm 

management, or DistriKempen for a different way of marketing products.  

Most of the innovations are not completely new in the sense that they have never been applied before somewhere 

else, but they are new for the stakeholders and offer new possibilities for them. 

 

2. Actors/roles within innovation  

Which actors, networks and communication are involved, how are they related to the innovation? 

Farmers are in the lead in The Netherlands, Belgium, Basque Country and Denmark. The support agencies respond to 

the needs they express. In Guadeloupe, the RITA network, which is a public entity, tries to stimulate AKS partners to 

involve farmers progressively in their activities. In Tuscany, innovative entrepreneurs rely on private consultants, 

while the Region provides opportunities for potential partners to meet.  

The role of researchers varies from region to region. In The Netherlands they are involved in practically all cases as 

partners on call. In the Belgian cases there was no involvement of researchers, which does not mean that research is 

absent in Flanders. In Guadeloupe and Tuscany researchers usually were pulling the cart, or at least initiators of a 

new development.  

 

3. Role of support services   

What is the role of the innovation support services and service providers, in different stages of innovations? 

In most cases innovation support services are bridge builders, linking initiators to other actors who are necessary for 

realising something new. Sometimes they act as a free actor, doing whatever is needed to get the network of actors 

going, from providing seed money, connecting the right partners, assisting in finding project funds to coaching the 

stakeholders when the process gets stuck. In several cases, like the Belgian and Danish ones, the support agency has 

a specific offer to clients.  

 



4. Analysis of factors of success and failures 

What events have led to success, what can be pointed at as reason for failures? 

What stands out in practically all cases is that drive and enthusiasm of the initiators is a key factor for success. 

Mostly this motivation is not just money driven, but rooted in higher values such as care for the landscape, the 

animals, people. Often innovation processes started after some kind of disaster, creating awareness that something 

needs to change. It has also been observed that the front runners among farmers are a rare species, who need 

special care. For upscaling innovations, intermediate support agencies are necessary.  

Requirements for project funding are often discouraging efforts for real innovations. When the deliverables are 

supposed to be precisely defined beforehand, there is no room for new discoveries.  

 

5. Appreciation of regional particularities  

What regional particularities, that came into sight from sharing with local stakeholders, impressed the visitors? 

A strong feeling of regional identity was clearly felt in Basque Country and also in Tuscany. In the Dutch cases it was 

striking that collaboration between farmers amongst each other and with other partners was easily organised, and 

based on a long tradition of networking in the agricultural sector. The position of farmers in innovation processes 

was quite different in the various regions: from drivers to end-of-pipe.  

 

6. Specific recommendations 

What recommendations came up in the final seminars? 

There needs to be a reconsideration of the requirements for project funding, allowing space for unexpected 

developments and new discoveries. Initiators need quick responses on requests. Often they are already helped a lot 

with a limited amount of money.  

 

7. Lessons that can be generalized 

What general lessons were mentioned and taken home? 

The cases are mostly not innovative in novelty but in their context. Innovation support is about creating the proper 

networks around initiators with actors who can assist in making ambitions come true.  

Upscaling innovations cannot be expected from the initiators. Support agencies should play their role. 

Final quotes: “Change takes time” ;  “Never waste a good crisis” ;  “Help actors to look beyond the usual” ;    

“The more innovative you are, the more challenges you will face” . 
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1. Purpose 

Purpose of the Cross Visits 
We wish to learn from each other and with each other about ways to effectively 
assist entrepreneurs in agriculture in their efforts to innovate. 

 
Leading principles: 
• All of us have valuable experiences to share.  
• In our exchanges we try to appreciate what is there, and to understand why 

things work as they do within their specific historical and cultural context. 
• We hope to inspire each other with examples that are shown, and with ideas 

from elsewhere. 
• Each partner decides for himself what to do with the ideas and suggestions 

from others. 

 
Desired outcomes: 
• Inspiration for improvements in the services being offered. 
• A deeper understanding of innovation processes. 
• A method for exploring innovation practices and the role of support service 

providers. 
• A professional network of innovation support agents. 

 



2. Prepare yourself 

Things to do before you go 
 
Please consider the following questions: 
• What are you most curious for?  
• What kind of answers would you like to take home after this visit?  
• How would you like to use these answers for your own work? 
• To what questions would these answers correspond? 
• What specific experience or knowledge would you like to share? 
This is preparation for yourself to get focussed. A written version is not a requirement for 
participation.  
 

Things to read: 
• This manual. 
• Story (stories) from the host partner. 

http://sites.centerit.dk/projekter/AGRISPIN   Log in with your username and password(*).  
> documents > WP1 > deliverables > 1.1. An edited book 

• “Support to Innovation Processes: a Theoretical Point of Departure.” 
(Deliverable 1.1, the inventory of theories and concepts, made by the science 
group). 
 

Things to bring along (if the host chooses to ask you): 

• Small presents from your own region, as gifts to the farmers and other actors 
we will visit. 
 

(*) No account? Mail to hhr@seges.dk. 

http://sites.centerit.dk/projekter/AGRISPIN


3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

Day 3 Day 2 Day 1 

kick off 

field visits 

reflections 

social activity 

preparation of 
feedback 

symposium 

Day 3 Day 2 Day 1 Day 4 

There are several options to divide the activities over the available days. 
The host partner decides what fits best under the circumstances.  



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

kick off 

• Getting acquainted 
• Getting organised 
• Getting updated 
• Getting oriented 

Make or renew contact with each other. 
Focus on what participants are curious for.  

Overview of methods to be used. 
Choosing aspects for focussing. 

Host presents an overview of the current situation 
of the agricultural sector in the region, and the 
activities of the host partner. 

Summary of highlights previous cross visits: 
Pearls and puzzlings. 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

kick off 

• Getting acquainted 
• Getting organised 
• Getting oriented 

Lead question (first cross visit, Brabant – NL): 
What are you curious for? 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

kick off 

• Getting acquainted 
• Getting organised 
• Getting oriented 

Focus  
Key aspects for observations 
In order to understand how an innovation came about 
and how the support agency played a role in the process, 
there is a range of aspects to be explored.  

 

 

1. Innovation process 
What was the first spark? 
When did it get momentum? 
What difficulties had to be 
overcome? What was 
helpful? How does it 
continue now? Etc., etc., ….   

2. Networks and actors 
Which actors have been 
involved over time? What was 
their role? What networks 
were they part of? How 
important are these networks? 
Etc., etc., etc.,… 

3. Environment 
What external influences 
have been important? 
Where they helpful or 
negative for the process? 
Etc., etc., etc., etc.… 
 

4. Innovation 
What is innovative about 
the new practice? What 
kind of innovation is this?  
How replicable is it? Etc., 
etc., etc., etc., etc.… 
 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

Visits to the cases can be organised in various ways: 

• The team splits up and visits two enterprises or 
organisations in parallel. 

• The team can visit one farm, where other key 
actors are invited too (advisor, colleague, 
neighbour, agents from marketing, funding, etc.). 
The team splits up to interview these key 
informants. 

Reminders: 

• Informants should keep their introductions to a 
minimum, and allow the team to ask the questions. 

• A group discussion with all informants together 
generates less variation and depth in the answers, 
than individual interviews.  

• Studying to many cases in one cross visit might 
generate a wide picture of what is going on in the 
region, but with little depth. A few cases allow for 
looking at it from different angles by interviewing 
more actors involved, but the result might not be very 
representative. The host should find a good balance.  

field visits 

During the field visit: 

• The actors being visited introduce shortly what the 
innovation is about, and what can be seen during 
the visit. They should be prepared for the purpose of this 

visit: we are not so much interested in the technical details. 
We like to understand ow this innovation came about. 

• The participants make sure they collect the 
information needed for the two aspects they have 
chosen at the start of the visit. 

• A small present will be given as sighn of 
appreciation.  



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

After visiting a case, the team reflects 
on what has been observed.  

First step: participants fill in the cross-
cutting questions individually. 

Second step: the team draws a rich 
picture on the time line, that has been 
prepared by the host. 

Third step: the team makes an 
analysis the case.  

• What is the process that has 
become visible? 

• How can the dynamics behind it 
understood?  

• What can be learned about the role 
of the support agent / agency? 

 

See Rich Picture Time Line 

See Tools for Analysis 

See Energy Time Line reflections 

Cross-cutting questions 
After each case each team member is 
requested to fill in the cross-cutting 
questions.                           See chapter 4 > 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

A social activity can be filled in 
the way the host likes.  
Preferably informal, creative 
and pleasant. 

social activity 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

In the symposium the team shares its findings with the 
host organisation and its most important partners. 
 
• The team presents its most important observations to 

the guests, as PEARLS, PUZZLINGS* and PROPOSALS.  
 

• The guests comment on these findings. 
 

• Team and guests summarize what they take home 
from this encounter.  

• Puzzlings are critical observations or issues that are not well 
understood. Although it is not proper English, the word 
expresses that the visitors are puzzling about it. This is in 
contrast with a puzzle, for which there usually is a solution, 
which only needs to be found.  

• The term prevents harsh judgements based on limited 
information, and it creates room for further exploration with 
actors involved. 

• It is preferable when hosts and guests draw conclusions 
regarding improvements to make themselves, compared to 
outsiders who come and tell them what to do better.  

preparation of 
feedback 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps 

symposium 

Who should be invited? 
 
• Managers of the host organisation. 
• The organising team of the host organisation. 
• The visiting team. 
• Key informants who are interested in feedback from 

abroad. 
• Authorities (representatives of the regional 

administration, policy makers).  
• Important players in the sector. 
Note: Entrepreneurs, especially those who have been visited, should 
be welcome as well. Experience shows however that they often have 
difficulties in spending time on it.  

 

Agenda     (suggested) 

1 Introduction 

 Who is who and what is AgriSpin? 

2 Summaries of previous Cross-Visits 

 5 minutes highlights  

3 Presentation of Pearls, Puzzlings and Proposals 

 Rich pictures and conclusions of the analysis 

4 Comments from guests, discussion 

 This might be done in small group discussions, enabling 

optimal opportunity to enter into discussion. 

5 Take home messages 

 Both hosts and participants mention one ore more statements 
to bring home. What are interesting lessons to share with 
colleagues back home? Are there possibly points for action? 

 



Things to do after you get home again 
 
• Complete the forms with the cross-cutting questions* and send them to Tim Ndah: 

hycenthtim.ndah@uni-hohenheim.de 
 

• Upload your pictures and video’s to the Share-site of AgriSpin 
 

• Share your insights with colleagues in your own organisation. 
 

• Make an action list of things to do / to set in motion regarding the innovation support 
services your organisation is offering. 
 

• Keep AgriSpin informed about activities that can be seen as a by-catch of the project 
(mail to Heidi and Eelke). 
 

• Get you project administration updated.  
 

  
 
 
* Preferably do so already during the cross visit itself, straight after completing a visit. 

3. The cross visit in 7 steps 

mailto:hycenthtim.ndah@uni-hohenheim.de
mailto:hycenthtim.ndah@uni-hohenheim.de
mailto:hycenthtim.ndah@uni-hohenheim.de


4. Cross-cutting questions 
 

The Science Group (SG) wishes to capture generic 
and possible cross compared information with 
regards to innovation support services visited within 
this project, revealing the different innovation 
support services, possibilities of enhancing these 
services, and relationship between these services 
with the contextual environment in which they 
evolve.  
Your brief answers to these questions should be 
forwarded to: hycenthtim.ndah@uni-hohenheim.de 
on or before the end of the last day of the Cross visit 
for further processing.    

Your affiliation: 
 
 Research 
 
 Public authority 
 
 Private, commercial 
 
 Farmer based 
 
 Other (please specify) 
  
  

Your gender: 
 
 Female 
 
 Male 
 

Case: 
 

1:  Innovation support services 
 What innovation services do you observe, which influenced this innovation? 
 How did the innovator benefit from the support service? 

 

Use this page, or copy the 
questions on your own 
paper. 
  
Use one form for each case. 

2:  Environmental influences 
How did the environment* influence:  
 this innovation support service? 
 This innovation process? 

 
* Think of policies, politics, culture, economical context, natural conditions, triggers and drivers, dynamics in the sector, etc.. 

4:  Pearls and puzzles 
What is striking you in this case? 
 What are the pearls? 
 What are the puzzles? 

 
 

5:  Suggestions for improvement 
 Where do you see room for improvements, regarding the innovation support services being offered? 
 What could be enhanced or encouraged? 

 
 

6:  Other observations 
 Regarding the cases and the approach of the host partner: 
 Regarding the methods and dynamics of the cross visit: 

 
 

3:  Critical moments 
 What have been the critical moments in this innovation process? 

 
 



5. Reflection meetings 
 

Methods and Templates to capture observations and perceptions 

Contents 
 
5.1 The Rich Picture 
 Joint visualisation of observations  
 

5.2 The Innovation Process (subgroup 1) 
 Common points and differences 
 

5.3 Actors and Networks (subgroup 2) 
 The bulls eye: positioning actors that matter 
 

5.4 Environment (subgroup 3) 
 Fair winds and obstacles caused by external factors 
 

5.5 Main Characteristics of the Innovation (subgroup 4) 
 Pieces of the puzzle 
 

5.6 Summary of Pearls and Puzzles 
 Overview for presentation 
 

5.7 Energy Timeline 
 Reflection on the ongoing process in the cross-visit team 
 

 

 



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.1. The Rich Picture Time Line  
to capture observations on an innovation process 
Use:  
Sharing observations after exploring a certain 
innovation case.  
It helps to visualise the innovation process, by 
drawing significant moments on a time line. 

Instructions:  
Draw a line in the middle of a flipchart, and mark years / 
months from the start until present.  
Note: Make space for periods where most things happened. 

 
All observers add to the Time Line, by marking 
significant moments. Use text, drawings, symbols and 
whatever to arouse creativity. Use markers in different 
colours.  
Note: focus on observations regarding the theme of your subgroup. 
But you can help others too, as long as the picture gets richer. 

Discussion:  
Based on this rich picture: how would you summarise this 
innovation story?  
• How did it start? By whom? And why? 
• Who offered assistance? When? In what way? 
• How did the environment influence this process? 
• What were critical moments? 
• What were main obstacles? And how have they been dealt with? 
• What do you see as pearls, puzzlings and proposals (PPP)? 
• What results / effects are visible today?  
• What do you expect to happen in the future? 

 

Extra: back casting from the future.  
This method can also be used for planning purposes. Actors 
involved are asked to imagine a point in the future (e.g. 2 years 
later). They make the picture as if they look back at this period, and 
use their imagination for what could have happened.  
 
The same questions apply. Such an exercise reveals hopes and fears 
of the participants, and allows for being better prepared, even 
though the future will always be different from what was expected.  

It is helpful and time saving if 
the host already prepares the 
Time Line on an A0 sheet, 
with major milestones in the 
case. 



5. Reflection meetings 
 

The Rich Picture 
Examples 



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.2. The Innovation Process 
Common points and differences 
(lead: subgroup 1) 
 

Case 1 

Case 2 

Common points 
Convergences 

Differences 
Uniqueness 

Case 3 

Case 4 

Conclusions  



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.3 Actors and Networks (lead: subgroup 2) 
The bulls eye: positioning actors that matter 

PUBLIC  PRIVATE  

Which actors are in the picture?  
Write them on Post-it’s. One actor on one 
Post-it.  
Position them in the bulls-eye: 
• Public actors: left 
• Private actors: right 
• The more influence they had on the 

innovation, the closer you stick them to 
the centre.  



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.4 Environment (lead: subgroup 3) 
External factors 

Fair winds Obstacles in the path 

Note: ‘Environment’ refers to influences on the 
innovation process coming from outside, such 
as climate change, market developments, 
consumer behaviour, policy measures etc.  
Not to be confused with sustainability issues. 
  

What external factors influenced this 
innovation process? Some factors gave it 
wind in the back, others were obstacles 
that had to be overcome.  
List all factors you observed: one factor 
per Post-it. 



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.5 Main Characteristics of the Innovation (lead: subgroup 4) 
Pieces of the puzzle 

How would you describe the 
innovations you have observed?  
What are the main features of each 
of them? (One per Post-it).  



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.6 Summary of Pearls and Puzzles (lead: all) 
Overview for presentation 

This sheet summarises the main 
findings in the previous 4 sheets, 
and is to be used during the 
symposium, where the visiting 
team, the hosts and the invited 
actors discuss the feedback from 
the team.  

INNOVATION 
PROCESS 

ACTORS AND 
NETWORKS 

ENVIRONMENT 

 

CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE OBSERVED 

INNOVATION 

pearls 

puzzles 
Puzzles are those issues where you have your 
doubts, question marks or critics. A few days of 
observations do not justify strong judgements. 
Framing it as puzzles allows the host to clarify things 
you might not have understood properly.   
 

Pearls are those issues you find interesting, inspiring, 
well done, etc.. 
 



5. Reflection meetings 
 

5.7 The Energy Time Line 
to capture perceptions on the team process 

          cards with 
statements 

          
milestones           title 
of scene 
scene 

  

Use:  
Joint reflection on a process in which participants 
have been involved themselves.  
It helps to change focus from contents to the process, 
and it usually leads to an agenda for improving the 
way participants collaborate.  
Making an Energy Timeline somewhere halfway or at 
2/3 of a process allows for adjusting the remaining 
period.  

Preparation:  
• 4-8 flipcharts on a long wall (or on tables, the floor) 
• Upper row: cheerful smiley 
• Middle row: sad smiley 
• Lower row: lightbulb 
• Vertical divide: moments easy to remember (days / 

months / years; major events) 

Instructions:  
• Remember moments that were significant to you.  
• Write down each moment on a separate post-it. Use markers! 
• Stick moments that generated energy on the upper row. 
• Stick moments that took energy on the middle row. 
• Stick moments that gave you new insights or opportunities on 

the lower row. 

Discussion:  
• Can you see an energy curve in the process? 
• Do you understand what others have written? 
• On what issues is general agreement? 
• Are there different perceptions on certain 

moments? How can they be understood? 
• What issues should be put on the agenda for 

further discussion?  



6. Tools for Analysis 

Contents 
 
6.1 The Picture 
 Factors influencing the innovation process 
 

6.2 The Movie 
 Drivers and obstacles for innovation 
 

6.3 Types of Innovations 
 How new is new? 
 

6.4 Types of Productions Systems 
 What type of production system is being observed? 
 

6.5 Spiral of Innovations 
 Phases in processes of change 
 

6.6 Triangle of Co-Creation 
 Positions in processes of change 
 

6.7 Types of Intermediate Actors 
 What type of innovation supply services is being offered?  
 

6.8 … 
 To be supplemented 

 

 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Picture 
Factors influencing the innovation process 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Movie 
Drivers and obstacles for innovation 



6. Tools for Analysis 

Types of innovations 
How new is new? 

Different levels of innovation 
 
• Doing things better 
 Optimising production, reducing costs, 

improving practices. 

• Doing better things 
 Changing products, goals, clientele 

• Doing entirely different things 
 Radical reorientation, new business, 

earning model 

What is the focus of the support being offered? 
Do different levels require different types of 
support?  



6. Tools for Analysis 

Types of production systems 

Bulk production 
Focus on quantity, efficiency, cost price. 
Efficiency of scale. 
Lowest price for consumer 
 

What is the focus for the support being offered? 
Do different production systems require 
different types of support?  

Bulk plus 
Focus on quality of specific aspects, 
demanding a higher price for consumers. 
Efficiency of scale. 

Closed chain 
All elements of the chain under control. 
Strong internal quality control, offering 
guarantee for demanding customers. 

Niche 
Profile on niche products, rare in the market 
and therefore demanding high prices. 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Spiral of Initiatives 
Phases in processes of change 

Each stage has specific: 
• actors to connect with 
• activities to do 
• pitfalls to avoid 
• barriers to overcome 
• needs for assistance 

 

For what stages is support being offered? 
What does this support entail? How does it help 
to move the initiative towards the next stage? 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Spiral of Initiatives 
Phases in processes of change 
Phases and actors to involve. 

Initial idea 
Someone gets an idea, because of 
a felt problem or an opportunity. 
New initiatives can emerge from 
interaction as well.  
Pioneers. 
People who look beyond their own 
borders and comfort zone. 

Inspiration 
Others become inspired, and form 
a warm informal network around 
the initiative. 
Initiators, change agents. 
People with shared interests, 
similar ambitions. 

Planning 
Initiators formulate plans for 
action. They negotiate space for 
experiments with authorities. 
Gatekeepers, managers. 
People who control the conditions 
(funds, mandates, exceptions on 
rules, etc..) 

Development 
Searching and learning. Expertise (from 
outside) is mobilised for experimentations to 
develop new practices and to collect 
evidence that they work. 
Experts, suppliers, facilitators. 
People who control the conditions (funds, 
mandates, exceptions on rules, etc..) 

Realisation 
Implementation at full scale. This 
requires negotiation with actors 
who are affected by the change.  
Stakeholders (representatives), 
gatekeepers, managers. 
People who can open the door for 
change or keep it closed. 

Dissemination 
Effective new practices are being 
picked up by others. 
Users. 
People with similar interests and 
problems. 

Embedding 
The new practice becomes widely 
accepted. Structures incorporate 
it as normal.  
Gatekeepers, managers, policy 
makers. 
All actors involved. 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Spiral of Initiatives 
Phases in processes of change 
Barriers, pitfalls and actions 

Phase Common barriers Typical pitfalls Possible actions 

initial idea • Comfort zone 
• Closed community 
• No capacity to take risks 

• ‘We know best’ mentality • Create exposure to experiences 
elsewhere  

• Allow for strange ducks 
• Create sense of urgency 

inspiration • Comfort zone 
• Vested interests 
• Too many actors involved, 

with focus on consensus 
(especially representatives) 

• Early focus on problems 
• Involve gatekeepers too early 
• Keep on dreaming for too long 

time 

• Connect with likeminded people 
• Focus on shared ambition 
• Stimulate dreaming 
• Proper timing for taking action 

planning • No capacity to take risks 
• Unfair balance give and take 
• Strict requirements from 

enabling actors for their 
(funding) support 

 

• Product-type objectives 
• Rigid planning 
• Focus on realisation, rather than 

on experimenting 
 

• Focus on creating space for 
experiments 

• Involve enabling actors in setting 
criteria for desired solutions 

• Define how to divide efforts, risks 
and benefits 

development • Comfort zone 
• No access to appropriate 

expertise or experience 
(technique, process) 

• Stick to what is common 
• Keep on experimenting forever 
• No attention for the process 
• No involvement of stakeholders 
• Lack of involvement of enabling 

community 

• Facilitate the process 
• Involve external expertise 
• Involve open minded 

stakeholders 
• Communicate about progress 

(successes and failures) 
• Remain curious 

realisation • Vested interests stakeholders 
• No sense of urgency among 

stakeholders 
• No support in power structure 

• ‘We have the solution’ mentality 
• Ignore interests of stakeholders 

• Facilitate negotiation with 
stakeholders 

dissemination • Underestimation of 
differences in target group 

• No interest in dissemination 
(protection of innovation) 

• Technology push 
• Free riders 

• Connect with potential users 
• Take care of ‘earning model’ for 

initiators who wish to recover 
their investment 

embedding • Structures adapt slowly to 
new realities 

• Ignore power structure 
• Change too radically, too often 

• Facilitate reflection on processes 
• Enhance responsive capacity 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Triangle of Co-Creation 
Positions in processes of change 

The Triangle of Co-Creation visualises 
positions people take regarding the initiative 
and the existing structure. 
Innovation is seen as a result of interaction 
between multiple actors in a system. 

Questions for observation: 
• Who are the actors in this innovation system that 

matter most? 
• What positions do they take in the triangle? 
 Focus on change or stability? 
 Concerned about collective or individual interests? 

• Are some positions vacant? 
• Who takes a Free Actor position? 
• What is the position of the Innovation Support Agent? 
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initiator manager 

supplier 

survivor 

free actor 

focus 
change stability 



6. Tools for Analysis 

The Triangle of Co-Creation 
Positions in processes of change 

initiator manager 

survivor 

free actor 

Movement starts with initiators (change 

agents). They have ambitions, see 

opportunities, or want to solve problems 

and take initiatives. When they meet there 

is energy being generated. 

Managers take responsibility for the 

structure. They control the conditions, and 

change them to allow for development of 

the initiative, but within acceptable risks. 

Suppliers deliver components that 

are needed to develop the initiative: 

for example knowledge and skills.  

They act within the given conditions 

(rules, terms of reference, etc..) 

Survivors have limited capacity for taking 

risks. Their prime focus is their own safety, 

much more than the common good. 

Activists go for change, 

without respect for 

existing structures.  

Gatekeepers consolidate positions and 

limit risks. They control conditions, but 

do not connect with the initiative.  

The model assumes that co-creative change in a 
network takes actors in different positions that 
complement each other. 
 Within the circle actors contribute to the 

process of change.  
 Outside the circle actors to not contribute 

constructively.  

supplier Free actors have the capacity and 

the position to do whatever is 

needed to create an/or maintain 

essential connections. They do so 

with or without a mandate. 

Actors need to show that they can be trusted by 
others. Each position has a suspected counterpart. 
Free actors are less suspect than others, and do 
those additional steps to create connection, trust 
and good working conditions.  
In effective networks there is always at least one 
free actor.  

[1] The energy for change comes from initiators 
who share ambitions. They form an informal warm 
network. 
[2] When they have acquired sufficient position to 
be taken seriously, they negotiate with managers 
about changing conditions in the structure. 
[3] Within these conditions suppliers can provide 
their contributions.  
 
When managers want to initiate change, they have 
to form a warm network of inspired people too, 
before changing the rules. Otherwise they might 
end up in a gate keeper – survivor relationship.  



6. Tools for Analysis 

Types of intermediary actors 
(knowledge brokers) 

This typology is based on research of Klerkx, Hall and 
Leeuwis (2009) on practices they distinguish in the 
Dutch agricultural sector. 

Type 1: Innovation consultants for individual farmers.  
Such advisors assist farmers who wish to innovate in finding appropriate 
information and contacts. 

Type 2: Innovation consultants for a collective of farmers. 
Farmers have a common interest and wish to jointly develop or 
implement an innovation.  

Type 3: Peer network academies.  
These network organisations support farmers in a subsector such as 
dairy production. Exchange between farmers is the focus, with 
assistance from experts such as researchers.  

Type 4: Systemic initiators (‘instruments’).  
Such intermediary actors go beyond the assistance to individual 
farmers, and try to initiate changes in the system by involving larger 
institutional partners. 

Type 5: Internet portals.  
Internet facilities range from making information accessible to 
interactive websites that can be filled by users (e.g. Wikipedia) to chat 
boxes and question-answer databanks.  

Type 6: Research councils with ‘innovation agency’.  
Major stakeholders in a system are represented in a council, which has 
the authority to set priorities for granting budgets for innovation 
projects.  

Type 7: Education brokers. 
Educational institutions in agriculture and rural development (schools, 
colleges and universities) represent a vast body of expertise and working 
capacity when it comes to innovations. Education brokers link farmers 
demands to students and their supervisors in order to work out practical 
solutions.  

What type of innovation supply services is being 
offered in this particular case?  



6. Tools for Analysis 

Add your typologies and models here … 



7. Guidelines for hosts 

• Make clear at the start which meals will be paid by 
the host, and which ones are for the participants. 

• It is preferable to have at least one meeting at the 
office of the host organisation. 

• Create time for making a time line after a visit. 

• Create also time for analysis of the observations. 

 

Checklist 
…to be supplemented… 

Video recording 
Some guidelines 



7. Guidelines for hosts 

Video for whom? 

• Inspiration for farmers 
• Innovation service providers 
• Your own network 
• Networks of AgriSpin partners 
• EIP network 
• … 

Video recording 
Some guidelines 

Video about what? 

• The innovation itself (new practice) 
• How partners were involved 
• The story 
• The support 

Possible questions 

• Who are you (short introduction)? 
• What is the innovation about? 
• Why was there a need? 
• Which companies rely on this innovation? 
• What problems did you have to overcome? 
• How does it work now? 
• How did it change the business (organisation)? 
• How do you see the future? 
• What assistance did you get? From whom? 
• What did the innovation support service provider do? 
• What haven’t we asked yet?  
 

Language 

• Mother tongue 
• Subtitles in English  
• No voice-over! 

Tips 

There is a program available on You Tube via which you can subtitle very 
easily the text of the interviewee in any language you want. Therefore you 
need the spoken text written down very accurately from minute to minute.  
 
The Belgian team made from every person interviewed an intro image. On 
this image the interviewee stands still, looks straight in the camera, spacious 
and centrally framed, so there is next to the person enough space for text 
(being name and quote). See screenshot below.  
 
To clarify an innovation which is not visible, you can make use of animation. 
The Belgian team will do so for innovative labor organization. For this part, a 
voice-over is useful.  

Every partner has a 
budget for making 
video clips of cases  
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1. Purpose

Purpose of the Cross Visits
We wish to learn from each other and with each other about ways to effectively 
assist entrepreneurs in agriculture in their efforts to innovate. The central question 
is:  What can support services do to stimulate innovations at farm level? 

Leading principles:
• All of us have valuable experiences to share. 
• In our exchanges we try to appreciate what is there, and to understand why 

things work as they do within their specific historical and cultural context.
• We hope to inspire each other with examples that are shown, and with ideas 

from elsewhere.
• Each partner decides for himself what to do with the ideas and suggestions 

from others.

Desired outcomes:
• Inspiration for improvements in the services being offered.
• A deeper understanding of innovation processes.
• A method for exploring innovation practices and the role of support service 

providers.
• A professional network of innovation support agents.



2. Prepare yourself

Things to do before you go

Please consider the following questions:
• What are you most curious for? 
• What kind of answers would you like to take home after this visit? 
• How would you like to use these answers for your own work?
• To what questions would these answers correspond?
• What specific experience or knowledge would you like to share?
This is preparation for yourself to get focussed. A written version is not a requirement for 
participation. 

Things to read:
• This manual.
• Story (stories) from the host partner.

http://sites.centerit.dk/projekter/AGRISPIN Log in with your username and password(*). 
> documents > WP1 > deliverables > 1.1. An edited book

• “Support to Innovation Processes: a Theoretical Point of Departure.” 
(Deliverable 1.1, the inventory of theories and concepts, made by the science 
group).

Things to bring along (if the host chooses to ask you):

• Small presents from your own region, as gifts to the farmers and other actors 
we will visit.

(*) No account? Mail to hhr@seges.dk.

http://sites.centerit.dk/projekter/AGRISPIN


3. The cross visit in 6 steps

Day 3Day 2Day 1

kick off

field visits

reflections

social activity

preparation of 
feedback

symposium

Day 3Day 2Day 1 Day 4

There are several options to divide the activities over the available days. 
The host partner decides what fits best under the circumstances. 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

kick off

• Getting acquainted
• Getting organised
• Getting updated
• Getting oriented

Make or renew contact with each other.
Focus on what participants are curious for. 

Overview of methods to be used.
Choosing aspects for focussing.

Host presents an overview of the current situation 
of the agricultural sector in the region, and the 
activities of the host partner.

Summary of highlights previous cross visits:
Pearls and puzzlings.



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

kick off

• Getting acquainted
• Getting organised
• Getting oriented

What are you curious for?

Curiosity

What makes you interested in this particular cross visit? 

It usually helps to take some minutes to formulate this 
individually and than share it with the team. 

Suppositions and suspicions

What ideas do you have which are worth checking during 
this visit? 

We are all full of prejudgements. It is good for the team spirit if 
you acknowledge this and dare to share them. This creates the 
opening to let yourself be surprised later on. 

Hidden agenda’s

What effects are you hoping for from this visit? 

Especially for hosts it is not unusual to have hopes to get 
something done within the own organisation of structure with 
the help of the advice of the visiting foreigners. It is useful to 
share them at the start of the visit. 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

kick off

• Getting acquainted
• Getting organised
• Getting oriented

Focus 
Key aspects for observations
In order to understand how an innovation came about 
and how the support agency played a role in the process, 
there is a range of aspects to be explored. 

The observation cards on the following pages highlight 
eight aspects of innovation processes.  For each aspects 
some questions have been formulated. You can use your 
creativity to reformulate them or add others. 

The host prepares two sets of these cards.

The team members take turns to select a card. When all 
members have one card, a second round is made, until all 
cards have been distributed. Most team members will 
then have two cards to attend to.  

During the visits, each team member is responsible for 
collecting answers to the questions on is/her cards. 

Facilitator
It is useful to nominate an experienced 
team member as facilitator for the group.
She / he keeps an eye on the time, and 
stimulates all team members to ask their 
questions during the visits. 

The Spiral of Initiatives
This tool will be used to collect and analyse the 
observations made by the team. 
The facilitator explains the model so that the team 
knows what to look for.



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

kick off

• Getting acquainted
• Getting organised
• Getting oriented

AKIS of the host partner 
The host partner presents the key features of the 
Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation System (AKIS) in 
the Region. The team should understand in what context 
the host partner is operating. 

Elements you could think of:

• Types of farming

• Types of farmers, farm households, enterprises

• A bit of history

• Main challenges for the agricultural sector

• Most important actors in the innovation system:

• Support agencies

• Partners in research

• Partners in education

• Partners in food industry, supply chain

• Dynamics: who sets the agenda, conflicting interests, 
how do actors cope with them?

• Etc..

Preparatory document
A well prepared team gets faster to 
the point. The host contributes to this 
by sending information about the 
questions mentioned here to the 
participants before they arrive. 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

Visits to the cases can be organised in various ways:

• The team splits up and visits two enterprises or 
organisations in parallel.

• The team can visit one farm, where other key 
actors are invited too (advisor, colleague, 
neighbour, agents from marketing, funding, etc.). 
The team splits up to interview these key 
informants.

Reminders:

• Informants should keep their introductions to a 
minimum, and allow the team to ask the questions.

• A group discussion with all informants together 
generates less variation and depth in the answers, 
than individual interviews. 

field visits

During the field visit:

• The actors being visited introduce shortly what the 
innovation is about, and what can be seen during 
the visit. They should be prepared for the purpose of this 

visit: we are not so much interested in the technical details. 
We like to understand ow this innovation came about.

• The participants make sure they collect the 
information needed for the two aspects they have 
chosen at the start of the visit.

• A small present will be given as sign of 
appreciation. 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

After visiting a case, the team reflects 
on what has been observed. 

First step: participants fill in the Spiral 
of Innovations collectively.

Second step: the team makes an 
analysis of the case. 

Third step: the host summarises the 
result in the form of a Learning 
History. 

Make use of the observation cards:

• Innovation

• Innovation process

• Innovation support

• Actors and networks

• Environment

• Critical incidents

• Dissemination

• Future perspectives

See Tools for Analysis

reflections

See Spiral of Innovations

What type of innovation is this? 

…….. ……… …….. ……. and the corresponding tools

What stages can be recognized? 

What type of support is this? 

Which actor is taking what position? 



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

A social activity can be filled in 
the way the host likes. 
Preferably informal, creative 
and pleasant.

social activity



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

In the symposium the team shares its findings with the 
host organisation and its most important partners.

• The team presents its most important observations to 
the guests, as PEARLS, PUZZLINGS* and PROPOSALS. 

• The guests comment on these findings.

• Team and guests summarize what they take home 
from this encounter. 

• Puzzlings are critical observations or issues that are not well 
understood. Although it is not proper English, the word 
expresses that the visitors are puzzling about it. This is in 
contrast with a puzzle, for which there usually is a solution, 
which only needs to be found. 

• The term prevents harsh judgements based on limited 
information, and it creates room for further exploration with 
actors involved.

• It is preferable when hosts and guests draw conclusions 
regarding improvements to make by themselves, as compared 
to outsiders who come and tell them what to do better. 

preparation of 
feedback

Pearls Puzzlings Proposals

Pearls are 
those issues 
you find 
interesting, 
inspiring, well 
done, etc..

Puzzlings are 
those issues 
where you 
have your 
doubts, 
question 
marks or 
critics. 

Proposals are 
ideas that 
might help to 
improve the 
current 
practices that 
have been 
observed.



3. The cross visit in 6 steps

symposium

Who should be invited?
• Managers of the host organisation.
• The organising team of the host organisation.
• The visiting team.
• Key informants who are interested in feedback from abroad.
• Authorities (representatives of the regional administration, 

policy makers). 
• Important players in the sector.
Note: Entrepreneurs, especially those who have been visited, should be 
welcome as well. Experience shows however that they often have difficulties 
in spending time on it. 

Agenda     (suggested)

1 Introduction

Who is who and what is AgriSpin?

2 Summaries of previous Cross-Visits

5 minutes highlights 

3 Presentation of Pearls, Puzzlings and Proposals

Rich pictures and conclusions of the analysis

4 Comments from guests, discussion

This might be done in small group discussions, enabling 

optimal opportunity to enter into discussion.

5 Take home messages

Both hosts and participants mention one ore more statements 
to bring home. What are interesting lessons to share with 
colleagues back home? Are there possibly points for action?

Fish Bowl
In the German Cross Visit it worked well to have a “Fish Bowl 
Discussion” among the visitors and hosts, to comment on the 
presentations. They could do so in their own language. This 
conversation ends with formulation four themes to discuss 
further in subgroups with the AgriSpin team members. 



Things to do after you get home again

• Write a personal reflection about this cross visit and send it within one week* to:
eelke.wielinga@gmail.com (Cross Visit coordinator)
He takes care for further distribution and availability on the sharesite. 

• Upload your pictures and video’s to the Share-site of AgriSpin

• Share your insights with colleagues in your own organisation.

• Make an action list of things to do / to set in motion regarding the innovation support 
services your organisation is offering.

• Keep AgriSpin informed about activities that can be seen as a by-catch of the project
(mail to Heidi and Eelke).

• Get you project administration updated. 

* If you wait longer than one week important observations are already fading out of your memory.

3. The cross visit in 6 steps

mailto:eelke.wielinga@gmail.com


4. Templates

Templates to capture observations and perceptions

Contents

4.1 Observation Cards
Eight different windows to observe what matters in an innovation process

4.2 The Spiral of Innovations 
Poster for capturing observations in one case

4.3 Summary of Pearls and Puzzles
Poster for presenting the results

4.4 Personal Reflections
Reflection on the ongoing process in the cross-visit team

4.5 Cross Visit Report
Instructions for the host

4.6 Learning History
As part of the cross visit report



innovation

What is new?
For whom is it new?

What problem does it solve?
What is the benefit?
Who benefits?
Does it affect the interests of other actors?
Are there any side effects (positive / negative)?

innovation process

What was the first spark? 
Who took initiative?

What stages can be recognised in this process?
How far is it now?
What are the current obstacles?
What do key actors expect from the near future?

innovation support 

What is the contribution from the host partner?

What would not have happened without this support?
What is the potential for the near future?
Do the key actors have wishes regarding the support 
they can obtain?

actors and networks

Which actors play a key role in this innovation process?
Who are the main drivers?
Are there any actors who actively resist the changes?

Which networks are important for this innovation process?
What is their importance? 
Who keeps these networks healthy?



environment

Which external factors play a role here?

Which changes in the environment influenced 
the actors to take initiative?
What external factors were helpful?
What external factors were obstacles?

critical incidents

Have there been any crisis in this process? 
What was the cause?
Who did what to overcome this crisis?

Have there been big surprises in this process?
What have been the consequences?

Has there been a turning point in this process?
How did it change the course of the process?

dissemination

What is the influence of this innovation on the 
environment?

Do others show interest in what is happening here?
Do others change their practices because of what they 
see here?
Is dissemination being actively promoted? By whom?

future perspectives

Suppose all their dreams come true, what will be the 
situation after a few years?

What will be the main challenges to overcome, for realising 
this dream?

What will be their strategy to do so?



Case: 



Pearls Puzzlings Proposals



4. Templates

After the cross visit you are 
requested to write a personal 
reflection on your 
experiences in this cross visit, 
and send it within one week 
to:

eelke.wielinga@gmail.com

a. Pearls
 What are for you the most important pearls to take home?
If these pearls are in the final presentation, just indicate briefly which ones were most important for you.

b. Puzzles
 What puzzles are remaining for you after this visit?
 Why are they important for you?
If these puzzles are in the final presentation, just indicate briefly which ones were most important for you, and why.

e. Proposals to take home
 What proposals do you take home for your own organisation? 
Why?

f: Progress in AgriSpin
 If you can compare with previous cross visits you were participating in, please do so. 

g: Proposals for AgriSpin
 What proposals do you have for AgriSpin? 
Think of further improvements in the methodology, the over-all approach, the planned activities and deliverables, new 
ideas etc..

c. Your thinking about innovation and innovation support
 What thoughts about innovation and innovation support have been triggered by this cross visit? 
We are interested in your personal opinion.

Cross Visit:

d. Proposals for host
 What proposals do you have for the host, or for actors you have been visiting? 
If these proposals are in the final presentation, just indicate briefly which ones were most important according to  you.

It is important to 
notice here that in the 
second half of the 
AgriSpin project the 
partner organisations
are supposed to make 
action plans, based on 
the experiences from 
the cross visits. 
Question [e] is input 
for those action plans. 

Personal reflections



Cross Visit Report

4. Templates

After the cross visit the host 
prepares a report of the visit.
This template serves as a 
guideline.

1. Introduction
 Period
 Participants
 Setting the scene
Any considerations for choosing the cases can be mentioned here, just as remarks about the 
methods used in this cross visit, if they deviate from what has been done earlier.

2. The regional AKIS
 General features of the Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation System in the region
 The role of the host partner in this system
Summarise the information you have presented in the introduction on the first day.

3. Learning History of the cases
The observations of the participants have been captured in the Spiral of Innovations. You are 
now requested to summarise this result as a story. 
A story has a starting point, things happen underway, there are opportunities to grasp and 
difficulties to deal with. And the initiators end up somewhere. That might not always be what 
they intended to achieve.
A Learning History adds an analysis to this story. How do you understand that it happened as 
it did? What was most crucial?
Make a separate Learning History for each case
It can be very useful to share your draft Learning History with the actors who have been 
visited by the team!

4. Pearls Puzzles and Proposals
 Summary of what has been presented during the symposium.
 Summary of the discussion with the participants in this symposium. 

5. Conclusions
 General final remarks.



Learning History

4. Templates

3. Learning History of the cases
The observations of the participants have been captured in the Spiral of Innovations. You are 
now requested to summarise this result as a story. 
A story has a starting point, things happen underway, there are opportunities to grasp and 
difficulties to deal with. And the initiators end up somewhere. That might not always be what 
they intended to achieve.
A Learning History adds an analysis to this story. How do you understand that it happened as 
it did? What was most crucial?

So, a Learning History has two components: 

The narrative

This is a story, build up from the 
observations on those moments and 
elements that mattered most, 
according to those actors involved.
It has a kind of “….and they… , and 
then …” structure, like what you 
would find in a newspaper.   

When the actors you visited read it, they 
should say: “Yes, so it happened, and you 
did not forget anything relevant”. 

The analysis

This is how the author(s) make(s) 
sense of these facts. This includes 
assumptions on why things 
happened as they did, conclusions 
about possible options people 
would have had for different 
interventions or ways to go, and 
lessons to be learned. 

Someone else could draw different 
conclusions, based on the same 
narrative.

Please give attention to the 
following issues:
• What is the innovation?
• Key actors and their role in 

the process
• Role of the support agency
• Success factors
• Fail factors
• Regional and/or historical 

particularities
• Specific recommendations
• Lessons that can be 

generalised

This is what we 
promised to deliver 
to the EU

Find a way to make these 
different components visible 
in your lay out. 

Kleiner and Roth, who first 
introduced the Learning History 
method, made the narrative on one 
page, and the analysis on the 
opposite page.

Kleiner, A, Roth, G (1997): Learning History. How to make your experience your 
company’s best teacher. Harvard Business Review, Sept. 1997.



5. Tools for Analysis

Contents

5.1 The Picture
Factors influencing the innovation process

5.2 The Movie
Drivers and obstacles for innovation

5.3 Types of Innovations
How new is new?

5.4 Types of Productions Systems
What type of production system is being observed?

5.5 Warm and Cold Processes
Phases in processes of change

5.6 Spiral of Innovations
Phases in processes of change

5.7 Triangle of Co-Creation
Positions in processes of change

5.8 Types of Intermediate Actors
What type of innovation supply services is being offered? 

5.9 …
To be supplemented

The tools in this section are optional, 
except for the Spiral of Innovations.

They are useful for a shared language
(terminology, typology).

The models are designed for analysis
of specific cases.

Anyone who is familiar with other 
tools for these purposes is invited to 
suggest them for the next edition of 
the manual. 



5. Tools for Analysis

The Picture
Factors influencing the innovation process

refl.       cont.     start  



5. Tools for Analysis

The Movie
Drivers and obstacles for innovation

refl.       cont.     start  



5. Tools for Analysis

Types of innovations
How new is new?

Different levels of innovation

• Doing things better
Optimising production, reducing costs, 

improving practices.

• Doing better things
Changing products, goals, clientele

• Doing entirely different things
Radical reorientation, new business, 
earning model

What is the focus of the support being offered?
Do different levels require different types of 
support? 

refl.       cont.     start  

Different categories of innovation

• Technical innovations
Introduction of new techniques, products 

or services.

• Organisational innovations
Improvements in the way people learn 
and interact.

• Social innovations
New ways of connecting stakeholders for 
a common goal.



5. Tools for Analysis

Types of production systems

Bulk production
Focus on quantity, efficiency, cost price.
Efficiency of scale.
Lowest price for consumer.

What is the focus for the support being offered?
Do different production systems require 
different types of support? 

Bulk plus
Focus on quality of specific aspects, 
demanding a higher price for consumers.
Efficiency of scale.

Closed chain
All elements of the chain under control. 
Strong internal quality control, offering 
guarantee for demanding customers.

Niche
Profile on niche products, rare in the market 
and therefore demanding high prices.



5. Tools for Analysis

people

targets

competencesconnection

ambitions

energy instruments

indicators
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Warm and Cold Processes
Complementary elements in processes of change

Warm process

When people with 
ambitions make 
connection, this generates 
energy for action. 

This is called the warm 
process. 

This is usually happening in  
informal settings.

Cold process

For action it is necessary to 
formulate targets, to 
choose appropriate 
instruments to achieve 
them, to mobilise people 
with competences to use 
those instruments, and to 
have indicators to monitor 
progress. 

This is called the cold 
process. 

This is usually happening in  
formal settings.

Complementarity

The cold process is needed for structuring the work, 
and for accountability towards enabling actors. A 
project proposal should contain these elements. 

The energy to make things move must come from 
the warm process. This is what motivates people to 
do effort and to become creative.  



5. Tools for Analysis

The Spiral of Initiatives
Phases in processes of change

Each stage has specific:
• actors to connect with
• activities to do
• pitfalls to avoid
• barriers to overcome
• needs for assistance

For what stages is support being offered?
What does this support entail? How does it help 
to move the initiative towards the next stage?



5. Tools for Analysis

The Spiral of Initiatives
Phases in processes of change
Phases and actors to involve.

Initial idea
Someone gets an idea, because of 
a felt problem or an opportunity. 
New initiatives can emerge from 
interaction as well. 
Pioneers.
People who look beyond their own 
borders and comfort zone.

Inspiration
Others become inspired, and form 
a warm informal network around 
the initiative.
Initiators, change agents.
People with shared interests, 
similar ambitions.

Planning
Initiators formulate plans for 
action. They negotiate space for 
experiments with authorities.
Gatekeepers, managers.
People who control the conditions 
(funds, mandates, exceptions on 
rules, etc..)

Development
Searching and learning. Expertise (from 
outside) is mobilised for experimentations to 
develop new practices and to collect 
evidence that they work.
Experts, suppliers, facilitators.
People who control the conditions (funds, 
mandates, exceptions on rules, etc..)

Realisation
Implementation at full scale. This 
requires negotiation with actors 
who are affected by the change. 
Stakeholders (representatives), 
gatekeepers, managers.
People who can open the door for 
change or keep it closed.

Dissemination
Effective new practices are being 
picked up by others.
Users.
People with similar interests and 
problems.

Embedding
The new practice becomes widely 
accepted. Structures incorporate 
it as normal. 
Gatekeepers, managers, policy 
makers.
All actors involved.

refl.       cont.     start  



6. Tools for Analysis

The Spiral of Initiatives
Phases in processes of change
Barriers, pitfalls and actions

Phase Common barriers Typical pitfalls Possible actions

initial idea • Comfort zone
• Closed community
• No capacity to take risks

• ‘We know best’ mentality • Create exposure to experiences
elsewhere 

• Allow for strange ducks
• Create sense of urgency

inspiration • Comfort zone
• Vested interests
• Too many actors involved, 

with focus on consensus 
(especially representatives)

• Early focus on problems
• Involve gatekeepers too early
• Keep on dreaming for too long 

time

• Connect with likeminded people
• Focus on shared ambition
• Stimulate dreaming
• Proper timing for taking action

planning • No capacity to take risks
• Unfair balance give and take
• Strict requirements from 

enabling actors for their 
(funding) support

• Product-type objectives
• Rigid planning
• Focus on realisation, rather than 

on experimenting

• Focus on creating space for 
experiments

• Involve enabling actors in setting 
criteria for desired solutions

• Define how to divide efforts, risks 
and benefits

development • Comfort zone
• No access to appropriate

expertise or experience 
(technique, process)

• Stick to what is common
• Keep on experimenting forever
• No attention for the process
• No involvement of stakeholders
• Lack of involvement of enabling 

community

• Facilitate the process
• Involve external expertise
• Involve open minded 

stakeholders
• Communicate about progress 

(successes and failures)
• Remain curious

realisation • Vested interests stakeholders
• No sense of urgency among 

stakeholders
• No support in power structure

• ‘We have the solution’ mentality
• Ignore interests of stakeholders

• Facilitate negotiation with 
stakeholders

dissemination • Underestimation of 
differences in target group

• No interest in dissemination 
(protection of innovation)

• Technology push
• Free riders

• Connect with potential users
• Take care of ‘earning model’ for 

initiators who wish to recover 
their investment

embedding • Structures adapt slowly to 
new realities

• Ignore power structure
• Change too radically, too often

• Facilitate reflection on processes
• Enhance responsive capacity



5. Tools for Analysis

The Triangle of Co-Creation
Positions in processes of change

The Triangle of Co-Creation visualises 
positions people take regarding the initiative
and the existing structure.
Innovation is seen as a result of interaction 
between multiple actors in a system.

Questions for observation:
• Who are the actors in this innovation system that 

matter most?
• What positions do they take in the triangle?
 Focus on change or stability?
 Concerned about collective or individual interests?

• Are some positions vacant?
• Who takes a Free Actor position?
• What is the position of the Innovation Support Agent?
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initiator manager

supplier

survivor

free actor

focus
change stability



5. Tools for Analysis

The Triangle of Co-Creation
Positions in processes of change

The model assumes that co-creative change in a 
network takes actors in different positions that 
complement each other.
 Within the circle actors contribute to the 

process of change. 
 Outside the circle actors to not contribute 

constructively. 

initiator manager

survivor

free actor

Movement starts with initiators (change 

agents). They have ambitions, see 

opportunities, or want to solve problems 

and take initiatives. When they meet there 

is energy being generated.

Managers take responsibility for the 

structure. They control the conditions, and 

change them to allow for development of 

the initiative, but within acceptable risks.

Suppliers deliver components that 

are needed to develop the initiative: 

for example knowledge and skills. 

They act within the given conditions 

(rules, terms of reference, etc..)

Survivors have limited capacity for taking 

risks. Their prime focus is their own safety, 

much more than the common good.

Activists go for change, 

without respect for 

existing structures. 

Gatekeepers consolidate positions and 

limit risks. They control conditions, but 

do not connect with the initiative. 

supplier Free actors have the capacity and 

the position to do whatever is 

needed to create an/or maintain 

essential connections. They do so 

with or without a mandate.

Actors need to show that they can be trusted by 
others. Each position has a suspected counterpart. 
Free actors are less suspect than others, and do 
those additional steps to create connection, trust 
and good working conditions. 
In effective networks there is always at least one 
free actor. 

[1] The energy for change comes from initiators 
who share ambitions. They form an informal warm 
network.
[2] When they have acquired sufficient position to 
be taken seriously, they negotiate with managers 
about changing conditions in the structure.
[3] Within these conditions suppliers can provide 
their contributions. 

When managers want to initiate change, they have 
to form a warm network of inspired people too, 
before changing the rules. Otherwise they might 
end up in a gate keeper – survivor relationship. 

refl.       cont.     start  



5. Tools for Analysis

Types of support agents

innovation broker
brings innovators in contact 

with useful partners 

knowledge broker
brings innovators in contact 

with useful carriers of 
knowledge 

innovation coach
assists innovator in building up 

necessary competences

innovator
individual taking initiative to 

try out new practices 

initiative group
shares an ambition and takes 

action to realise it

free actor
is committed to the initiative 

and does what it takes to keep 
actors connected and capable 

of realising the shared 
ambition

facilitator
guides a group in achieving a 

task together 

expert
brings in useful knowledge or 

solutionssparring partner
gives feedback and advice as a 

critical friend. Someone to 
share puzzles with. supplier

delivers products of use, or 
takes over specialised tasks 



6. Tools for Analysis

Types of intermediary actors 
(knowledge brokers)

This typology is based on research of Klerkx, Hall and 
Leeuwis (2009) on practices they distinguish in the 
Dutch agricultural sector.

Type 1: Innovation consultants for individual farmers. 
Such advisors assist farmers who wish to innovate in finding appropriate 
information and contacts.

Type 2: Innovation consultants for a collective of farmers. 
Farmers have a common interest and wish to jointly develop or 
implement an innovation. 

Type 3: Peer network academies. 
These network organisations support farmers in a subsector such as 
dairy production. Exchange between farmers is the focus, with 
assistance from experts such as researchers. 

Type 4: Systemic initiators (‘instruments’).
Such intermediary actors go beyond the assistance to individual 
farmers, and try to initiate changes in the system by involving larger 
institutional partners.

Type 5: Internet portals. 
Internet facilities range from making information accessible to 
interactive websites that can be filled by users (e.g. Wikipedia) to chat 
boxes and question-answer databanks. 

Type 6: Research councils with ‘innovation agency’. 
Major stakeholders in a system are represented in a council, which has 
the authority to set priorities for granting budgets for innovation 
projects. 

Type 7: Education brokers.
Educational institutions in agriculture and rural development (schools, 
colleges and universities) represent a vast body of expertise and working 
capacity when it comes to innovations. Education brokers link farmers 
demands to students and their supervisors in order to work out practical 
solutions. 

What type of innovation supply services is being 
offered in this particular case? 



5. Tools for Analysis

Add your typologies and models here …



6. Guidelines for hosts

General points of attention

• Make clear at the start which meals will be paid by 
the host, and which ones are for the participants.

• It is preferable to have at least one meeting at the 
office of the host organisation.

• Create time for making a time line after a visit.

• Create also time for analysis of the observations.

• Prepare for all meetings participation lists, which 
team members and other visitors can sign. This is a 
EU requirement. 

Checklist Video recording
Some guidelines

Prepare the actors to be visited

• Ask them to keep their introductions short.
• The visiting team has many questions to ask.

Prepare the posters

• Print the Spiral of Initiatives at poster format, for every 
case to be visited. Slide 19

• Print the Pearls, Puzzlings and Proposal sheet on poster 
format. Slide 33

• Make two or three sets of observation cards. (slides 18 
and 19: print at A4 and cut the cards)

• Make sure there are Post-Its, markers and flip charts for 
the reflection meetings. 



6. Guidelines for hosts

Video for whom?

• Inspiration for farmers
• Innovation service providers
• Your own network
• Networks of AgriSpin partners
• EIP network
• …

Video recording
Some guidelines

Video about what?

• The innovation itself (new practice)
• How partners were involved
• The story
• The support

Possible questions

• Who are you (short introduction)?
• What is the innovation about?
• Why was there a need?
• Which companies rely on this innovation?
• What problems did you have to overcome?
• How does it work now?
• How did it change the business (organisation)?
• How do you see the future?
• What assistance did you get? From whom?
• What did the innovation support service provider do?
• What haven’t we asked yet? 

Language

• Mother tongue
• Subtitles in English 
• No voice-over!

Tips

There is a program available on You Tube via which you can subtitle very 
easily the text of the interviewee in any language you want. Therefore you 
need the spoken text written down very accurately from minute to minute. 

The Belgian team made from every person interviewed an intro image. On 
this image the interviewee stands still, looks straight in the camera, spacious 
and centrally framed, so there is next to the person enough space for text 
(being name and quote). See screenshot below. 

To clarify an innovation which is not visible, you can make use of animation. 
The Belgian team will do so for innovative labor organization. For this part, a 
voice-over is useful. 

Every partner has a 
budget for making 
video clips of cases 



7. Who’s who?
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